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VOL. XIX

SPAMS
(FOREMOST PÁPEU IN HARDING COUNTY.)
"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Riht."
ROY. HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY JUNE 24, 1922

No. 23

TERRIBLE HAIL STORM

Old Frignds Meet Again

A destructive hail storm, last
Saturday is reported in the Carrizo community about 16 miles

northeast of Koy.
The storm
from the north and
swept down the Carrizo Creek
and válley for a depth of about
a mile and a half and the hail
fell for nearly an hour and when
it subsided the hail on the level
was ten inches deep and in the
.canyons where it washed in, it
was ten feet deep in lots ot the
places, the water in the arroya
was over twenty feet deep. The
.storm was the worst ever experienced in this part of New Mexi
co, and old settlers who have
been here 60 or more years say
that they never have seen such
a hailstorm and water spout in
their lives. It is also reported
that 5 or 6 inchesd of rain an
moisture fell in less than an
hour. Farm machinery along
the Sabimo and Carrizo creeks
were washed away, cattle were
killed and washed down the roaring torent, and hundreds of
are missing having either
been killed by the hail, or drowned in the storm and washed áw
ay. several horses were killed,
some of the dead animals were
found along the creek banks
near Albert.
Crops in this immediate section were entirely ruined, not a
stalk pf beans, cane or corn is to
be seen anywhere and1 even the
grass is pounded into the ground
At the George Gonzales ranches the fruit trees were' torn
from the ground and washed
and the trees in the canyons were stripped bare of their
Both lost
leaves or uprooted.
a number of cattle, horses and
sheep. During the storm it became almost as dark as night
and the wind was terrific, snapping off trees and driving the
seeking
animals who were
safety into the torrents of the
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Carrizo and Sabino creeks. These
creeks are small running stream8
.ordinarily only a few feet wide

but within an hour they were al-- 1
most a mile wide sweeping everything before it. At the J. A.
Romero and Encarnación Lucer
ranches the waters of the Sabino
got up to the houses and washed
Mr. Romero's lister and wagon
from the barn lot. He has never;
heen able to find the remnants
of either.
The hailstones were from the
s,
size of a pea to the size of
and hail stones were to be
found in the storm area as late
as Tuesday of this week
A. F.' Chavez reports that at
his ranch, the hail did not do so
much damage as the terrific downpour of rain ; that all his ditches and dams are washed out
and croDS ruined.
Reports have not been received
up to the time we go to press as
to the damage done over towards Ute Creek, but a raise in the
creek is reported cf several feet
within a few minutes at Gallegos.
LITTLE DAUGHTER
CALLED HOME

Perfeta Montoya the ten year

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Montoya of northwest of
Hoy, died last Wednesday night
after a short illness. Little Per
feta had been a student in the
Hoy schools the past term and
had come to school on the Bix-Jj- y
truck until only about two or
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place she will spend the
balance of the summer looking
e
after their land there. Mr Apple-gathas been thcra for some ti-
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me farming.
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Meetihs.eld in Chautauqua
tent three days Roy and vicinity has never witnessed such a
great revival as is now in progress. The sermons preached
with great power and foi'cible-nesdevoand songs sung-wittion and inspiration are finding
Eternal lodgment in the hearts
of men and women all about us.
Let us praise God for such a
stirring time of devine and supernatural manifestation
The week-en-d
meetings were of such a nature as never to
be forgotten. A great congregation filled every available seat in
the Sunday morning service.
Evangelist Pope delivered' one of
his most powerful messages, being accepted also by all who
heard him as a sermon of tremendous import at this present
time People were in attendance
from .many miles around. The
subject for the morning service
was "The RESTORATION OF
PALESTINE TO THE JEWS,
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AND TUCUMCARI
DIDN'T DO IT

...

PROMINENT SCHOOL TEACHER BECOMES BRIDE AND WHAT IT MEANS TU
THE CHURCH OF GOD." Al-tthe house was filed to it's
A very pretty wedding took
place at the home of Mr and Mrs capacity to hear Rev. Pope on
J. W. Shotwell in the west part this subject, yet his service of
the evening on the subject of
of town Sunday morning at
when Rev. Homer F. Cooke of "THE RAVAGES OF SIN"
East Las Vegas in a simple form brought even a greater audience,
of ring ceremony, made Claire one which filled the Baptist
A. Fetzer and Catherine Shot-we- ll Church to overflowing. The song
service being led by the Tromman and wife.
The bride is the vounsrest dau bone r.r.d three ciliar instru- ghter of Mr and Mrs J. W. Shot- - ments, in unison with the voices
well of this place and has been'of both the choir and congrega-on- e
of the promising young sch-- 1 tion filled the Church with hea-oma'ams of the state for the venly music. An instrumental
past few years and during the Tlio vvas greatly 'appreciated, as
last school year was instructor in w ell as a solo by the choister
Demestic Arts, in the Harding Mi". Meier. Udner the infiuen-Count- y
High School at Roy. Du- - cf of Mr. Pope's message and
ring her short residence in Roy t'1 blessed effects of the service
she has made many friends who 20 or more fine young people
congratulate her on becoming carne forward, giving their han- the bride of Mr. Fetzer and they jds and asking prayer for salva-a- ll
feel sure that Mr Fetzer has tion. .
The morning Bible studies
made an excellent choice for a
'
'
from the famous Larkin Chart '
bride.
PEAKS
"TM
The groom, , Mr Fetzer i
are spledilly
civU engeneer. connected
ith
busi-an- d'
commission, ,beui2 attended by all-t- he
thfstate high-wa- y
Roy
men
of
as
out,"
is a former graduate of the
State University as his bride and f tow1 fo'k K has been agreea;
where the romance began that bly and satisfactorily, arranged
culminated so happily at this ; t0 nold tnese morning service
o ciock A.M.) m ma
Place Sunday. He is a young man uu to
of great promise and no doubt Chautauqua tent, also in the
a chosen wisely. evening at seven o'clock revival
his bride too
ho

Thursday's Tucumcari
News contained the following
write up regarding the Roy Ball
team coming to Tucumcari for
a Sunday game on the 18th :
Next Sunday a team from
Roy, N. M. will be here.
This (BUNCH,) from the
rcportj received, are figuring on making a nice little
trip over here and winning
aball game without much effort. Even made an offer to
play a team composed of the
pick from the Tucumcari
team and other neighboring
town teams.
All of which aroused the
ire of Capt. Connell's. Wild
Cats and Roy is in for the
surprise of their young lives
next Sunday at 3 p.m.
Don't fail to come out and i
see the fun.
Justice catching a high fowl
Well, the Roy team went down
to furnish the fun, leaving here
by auto Saturday afternoon and
Williams and Justice was the
after several mishaps arrived at battery for Roy and Graves and
Tucumcari about 11.30 Saturday Neeley the battery for Tucumca"
night and after a few hours rest
Roy failed to score in the first
the game was called at 3 P. M.
and the real "Fun" began." A la- three innings, but during these
rge crowd was present to watch innings the boys were getting a
the said Roy team get "The sur- line on Graves' curves and swift
prise of their young lives" and ones, and in the fourth a regular
to their utter chagrin, not only bombardment set in and all the
the Tucumcari team but the lar- Tucumcari-teacould do was to
ge number of their rooters who run after the ball and hunt it
had gathered to see the fun also up. Graves curves seemed to
got "The surprise of their lives" come in contact with Roy's slugwhen the Roy boys turned the gers and when the inning closed,
Roy's side of the score sheet had
tables on their friends from
eight scores to their credit.
In the fifth Roy felt that the
Last

1
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Graves in the Fourth Inning

hd

enough scores for the
rt
and did not add any to the
sheet this inning," however in
thé sixth and seventh Roy added
two more to their side of the
score but failed to score in the
eiehth and ninth.
Tucumcari lined up two scores
in the first mmv. rostwl in tho
second and took another in the
third ; at this stage of the game
Tucumcari was filled with hilarity roasting the Roy players
every chance possible, but little
respecting that Williams was
pre-aei-

--
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meetings begins with song ser-

The wedding was beautiful in vice, and preaching following at
its simplicity; only the family 7.30. At the conclusion of th&
being present. The room was
message, the Lihautau-qu- a
beautifully decorated with Ame- evening
will begin it's program. Af
rican beauties and sweet peas.
ter the Wednesday night meet- just toying with them, waiting Immediately
wedding ling the revival will be continued
the
after
for a real opportunity to show the happy couple
left on a short at the Baptist Church with song
them what was in store for them honeymoon and will
then return service beggining at 7.45 sharp.
(Continued on page 8)
to Chama, New Mex. at which The morning Bible studies will
be held in the community
hall
daily except Monday and Saturday. All the business men of
Roy, except one, have kindly con
sented to close their places of
business during these Bible Studies, arid are to be highly praised
for taking such a sjtep in the
promulgation of the Gospel of
Christ.
Evangelist Pope has a number
of fiery messages for this weekend and the coming week No
one can afford to miss any of
these great subjects which will
be of vital importance to the entire community Mr Meier has
arranged a special musical program which will be a great blessing to music lovers. The instWc have just received a shipment of COLEMAN Gas Lamps
rumental and vocal solos will be
given during the song service,
and Lanterns in all styles, so come in and get one and make your
.'
proceeding the preaching; so it
"
evenings enjoyable.
will be well for everyone to come
,
early and enjoy the music and
LET US FIGURE WITH YOÜ ON A COLEMAN GAS RANGE
singing. In the leading of the
congregational singing, with his
slide trombone, the choister is
assisted by a comet, piano and
violin.
Sunday night Rev. Pope will
deliver his great lecture on TUB
MORPHINE
TABLETS
OF
HELL. Come early for your seat.
v.

Don't put out your eyes
Trying to read with the old style
coal oil lamp

three weeks before school closed

left for Montana Thursday

X

éwra;

Id

Mrs. H. M. Applegate and

.A

.''?.

hen-egg-

friends.
The funeral took place from
the Montoya home last Friday
morning and burial followed in
the Mestenito cemetery.
The Spanish American extends sympathy to the bereaved
parents and relatives.
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PER YEAR.

$

BUSINESSMEN

ep

.

when she became afflicted with
and after four weeks
cholera
of suffering she passed peacefully away at the family home.
Little Perfeta was a pleasant
little girl, loved by her schoolmates and teacher, always obedient and a bright little pupil in
her school work.
She will be sadly missed by
her parents, brothers and sisters
and her school mates and many
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Have you insured your bean crop against hail?
If not, see Earl McMinimy at the Floersheim office.

Several of the local

base-ba-

ll

fans will attend the
game pn July fourth.
place they will be

oersheim Mercantile Company

at home to

their many friends on and after
July 1st
The Spanish American extends to the happy couple the joys
that go to make life one continual round of bliss and trust
that their fondest hopes vviH be
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Ramsey was roused to become argu
hPceiiHB he'd loiiied von about this I
CHAPTER IX. Continued.
1IOTI0I.S
mentative. "I don't see where you get
pacifist stuff, and then"
11
"Nol" she said, sharolv. 'Tra not the idea. Colburn Isn't that way, and WMIDSOIl, 18t A l.nrliucr. Rooms 7So
Most
uncomfortably astonished,
Ramsey took his hands out of his pock- thinking of his having agreed with back at school there wasn't a single uppwlajatestqpermanontuests.
ets, picked a leaf from a lilac bush be- me and fooling me about it He just boy that was anything like that"
"What!" She stopped, and turned
side the path, and put the stem of the wanted to make a pleasant Impression
suddenly
to face him.
thought
he
anything
girl,
on
a
and said
leaf seriously Into a corner of his
"What's the matter?" he said, stopmouth, before finding anything to say. would please her. I don't care whether
had
"Well well, all right," he finally re- he does things like that or not. What ping, too. Something he said
evidently.
her,
:
startled
principle
g
Is
about
the
care
I
that
sponded.
you
If It's
"I'll tell
"How can you say such a thing?"
didn't reach him and that he mocked
I know about."
"You know about it," said Dora. It ! I don't care about a petty treach- she cried. "You love to fight!"
"Me?"
"That Is, you certainly do If you were ery to me, personally, but
"You do! You love fighting. lou
Fraternal loyalty could not quite
at your 'frat' meeting last night
delicious breakfast bread. FulU
y
always have loved fighting." Colburn is a
brook
"Brother
this.
you?"
Were
.
net make your
raisin toast! A new delight for
He was dumfounded. "Why, I never
honor'ble man," said Ramsey,
"Yes, I was there," Ramsey anfor natmivthe entire family.
my
life!"
fight
in
had
a
most
one
solemnly.
of the
7
"He Is
swered, wondering what In the world
She cried out in protest of such preMade with big, plump, tender, seeded
age through the columns
she wanted to know, though he sup- honor'ble men in this " brand.
"Of course!" she cried. "Oh, can't varication.
posed vaguely that It must be sometaisins Sun-Maor hrs newspaper? With
"Well, I never did," he insisted,
I
Colburn,
he
had
make you understand that I'm not
whom
thing
about
slice.
flavor
each
permeates
raisin
The
every issue It carries its
mildly.
several times seen walking with her. condemning him for a little flattery to
You can get such bread from any grocer or
"Why, you bad a fight about me!"
message mto the hemes of
"Of course I couldn't tell you much," me? I don't care two straws for his
"No, I didn't"
bake shop if you insist. No need to bake at
he added, with an afterthought. "You showing that I didn't Influence him.
all the best people of this
"With Wesley Bender!"
home.
see, a good deal that goes on at a 'frat' He doesn't interest me, please undercommunity. Don't blame
a
wasn't
"That
chuckled.
Ramsey
meeting Isn't supposed to be talked stand."
Once try it and youH always have this kind.
fight
!"
the people for flocking to
perplexed.
Ramsey
was
altogether
about."
You'll serve it at least twice a week.
"It wasn't
the
store of your competí'
smiling faintly, "Well, I don't see what makes you go
"Yes,"
said,
she
"Nothing like one. We were Just
Fine food for business men and children
though with a satire that missed him. for him so hard, then."
Tell them what you
tor.
slicked
guyln him about about gettin'
due to the energizing nutriment and the iron
"I don't"
"I've been a member of a sorority since
of
in
front
sat
have
he
because
to sell and if your
up,
of,
kind
n
healthful
fruit.
famous,
of this
"But you said he was treach
September, and I thbnk I have an idea
you ; and he hit me with his book strap
Inleft-ovprices
are right you can
she
it,"
for
condemn
him
don't
"I
pudding
told.
with
or
bread
not
dainty
told
of
be
could
what
Make
no;
"Don't you see and I chased him off. Gracious,
Suppose we walk on, if you don't mind. sisted, despairingly.
business.
the
get
slices. No need to waste a crumb.
I'm not condemning that wasn't a fight!"
the difference?
My question needn't embarrass you."
only
last
Order now for tomorrow's breakfast. But
Llnskl
fought
you
"But
Nevertheless, as they slowly went on anybody; I'm only lamenting."
be sure to say you want "one of those
.
fall."
"What about?"
together, Ramsey was embarrassed.
again.
"That
chuckled
Ramsey
raisin loaves."
"About all of you that want war !"
He felt "queer." They had known
even as much like a fight as the
wasn't
exclaimed.
Ramsey
golly!"
"My
way
In
had
long;
so
a
each other
one with Wesley. I Just told this
shared so much, sitting dally for years "You don't think those Dutchmen
"
I
I
Llnskl
I was goin' to give him a punch
and
near each other and undergoing the were right to drown babies
I Just told him to look
Sun-Mai- d
"No! I think they were ghastly in the sn
same outward experiences; they had
out because I was goin' to hit him, and
almost "grown up together," yet this murderers! I think they were detestait, and waited to see if he
was the first time they had ever talked ble and fiendish and monstrous and" then I did
anything about it, and he
"Well, then, my goodness! What do wanted to do
together or walked together.
all there was to it, and
That's
didn't.
The Model Cleaners and Dyers
"Well" he said. "If you want to you want?"
any more like fighting than
It
wasn't
"I don't want war!"
Make delicious bread, pies, puddings,
ask anything it's all right for me to
Is."
feeding
chickens
than
1317 BROADWAY, DENVER, COLO.
calces, etc Ask your grocer for them. Send
"You don't?" tell you well, I Just as soon, I guess."
seems
"It
laughed dolefully.
She
tot free book of tested recipes.
Christianity!"
"I
she
cried.
want
"I
"It has nothing to do with the secret
to me rather more like It than that!"
"proceedings of your 'frat, " gald Dora, can't think of the Germans without
I
"Well, It wasn't."
Raisin Growers
so
them,
hating
when
all
today,
and
primly. "What I want to ask about
They had begun to walk on again,
Membership 13 flOO
mykeep
is
I
them,
hating
the
world
DEPARTMENT
has been talked of all over the place
- DepC
Freano, Calif.
and Ramsey was aware that they had 1NFUKMATI0N
today. Everyone has been saying It self from thinking of them as much as passed the "frat house," where his
Blue Package
oiniiKTCitti
inquines answered and
was your 'frat' that sent the first tele- I can. Already half the world is full dinner was probably growing cold. He information gladly furnished
without
gram to members of the government of war; you want to go to war to was aware of this, but not sharply or cost. Address any firm above.
offering support In case of war' with make things right, but It won't; It will inuistently. Curiously enough, he did
VERY CLOSE TO THE TRUTH Germany. They say you didn't even only make more war!"
TAX COMMISSION VALUES
A Spring Gime.
not think about it. He had begun to
"Well,
UTILITIES AT $226,763,360
wait until today, but sent off a mes"Do you play Put and Taker'
In"Don't you see what you've done, find something pleasant in the odd
"Tes, I put on ray light undrwar Porter Had Fairly Reasoned as to sage last night. What I wanted to
girl,
a
walking
beside
In
terview,
and
ask you was whether this story Is true you boys?" she said. "Don't you see even though (he girl was Dora Yocum.
Why the Boots Were Placed
Denver. The assessed valuation for
mid take it off."
or not?"
Outside the Door.
He made no attempt. to account to 1922 on all utilities in Colorado under
"Why, yes," said Ramsey, mildly.
himself for anything so peculiar.
the State Tax Commission has been
ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
I had been tramping through the "That's what we did."
they went slowly towhile
a
placed
For
at $220,7(,30, according to inVirginia mud all day, and stopped nt
She uttered an exclamation, a sound
desspeaking,
not
without
and
gether,
FEET
given out by the commission
formation
THE
FOR
the little Inn. I wns tired and Im- of grief and of suspicion confirmed.
though Ramsey vaguely took here. Last year's valuation on these
tination,
my
small
a
mediately
room,
went
to
"Ah ! I was afraid so !"
Sprinkle one or two Allen's Foot" Ease
It for granted that Dora was going same utilities, which Include railroads,
powders in th Foot Bath and soak and one with a large bed occupying most
"'Afraid so?' What's the matter?"
But she wasn't. They
somewhere.
m.k tl.o loot It take the stini out of of the space. As usual, I ríinfed my
telephone, telegraph and express comexemerged from the part of the small
Corns And Bunion and smarting, aching shoes outside to be cleaned. Next he asked, and because she seemed
panies and electric, power and water
cited and troubled, he found himself
feet. Then for lasting comfort, shake Aluniversity
closely
town
built about the
into your shoes. It takes morning there they were, as muddy as not quite so embarrassed as he had
len's Foot-Ea- se
and came out upon a bit of parked companies, was placed at $220,418,980.
shoe, rents the feet the night before, and being number
the friction from the delight.
; for some reason her agifirst
been
at
land overlooking the river; and here
The assessed valuation of the DenAlways
use
a
nd makes walking
twelves, they carried considerable soli
Dora's steps slowed to an indeter- ver Tramway Company Is placed at
for dancing parties and to break in new I went down to the lobby, and In order tation made him feel easier. ,"What
ithoes.
was wroug about that?" ,
Over One Million Five Hundred
minate halt near a bench beneath a $12,058,300, the same as last year. The
lesThousand pounds of Powder for the Feet to teach the porter a
"Oh, It's all so shocking and wickmaple tree.
Navy
during son I called him up before the onlookvaluation of the Denver Gas and Elecwere used by our Army and
ed and mistaken 1" she cried. "Even
"I think I'll stay here a while," she tric Light Company has been Increased
the war.
ers who were sitting In the office.
doing
half
It,
been
and
faculty
has
the
said ; and as be made no response, she
Io a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
"Why didn't you clean my shoes, the other
from $12,100,000 for 1921 to' $12,709,600
'frat' and sororities! And
asked: "Hadn't you better be going
'
boy?" I asked gruffly.
for 1922.
It was yours that started It."
your
dinyour
back to
'frat house' for
"I didn't know you wanted 'em
Springs Light, Heat
Colorado
The
thoroughly
said,
"Yes, we did," he
ner? I didn't mean for you to come
cleaned, sab," was the reply.
and Power, Company will be assessed
out of your way with me; I only want' "Why In thunder do you reckon 1 puzzled. "We're the oldest 'frat here,
at $2,090,550, the same as last year.
and of course" he chuckled modestly
one
ed to get an answer to my question.
put 'em outside the door?"
The valuation of the Colorado Power
course we think we're the best.
"of
running
back."
be
You'd
better
wasn't
allowed
there
salí,
I
"Well,
Company has decreased, according to
Do you mean you believe we ought
"Well"
room inside for 'ein, sah," was the ansomebody else
the tax commissioners, from $5,002,-40- 0
let
and
to've
back
sat
not
stood
He
sure
he
Irresolute,
that
swer. Exchange. .
Cotton Soap I thefswrltsf oreaf trrairhaTlii.
for 1921 to $5,087,480 for this year.
start It?"
wanted his dinner Just then. It would
vehemently.
deon the properties of tlit
!"
answered,
to
no
she
Assessment
amazed
him
have
the
face
"Oh,
fact
A Risky Bet.
Uses "Cutter's"
liberately that perhaps he preferred Arkansas Valley Railway, Light ari
he is
"The Sinn Fein extremists and the "Nobody ought to have started It!
IF YOU! doing
Serum tnd Vaccine your
being with Dora Yocum to eating. Power Company, which supplies elechis bct to corwrvc
Ulster 4 extremists as well risk too That's the trouble; don't you see? If
yc.ii.
might
none
of
It
it
However, he faced no such fact, nor tric power for the Cripple Creek disnobody
had
started
nn
O'Shaughnessy,
said Padralc
VETERINARIAN;I one line count for much,"
any fact, but lingered.
The rest mightn't
hnve happened.
trict, Fremont county and Pueblo, Is
In
dinner
at
a
Irish
the
something.
he said again.
given at jf4,513,400, the same, as last
have caught It. It mightn't have got
"Well"
Boston.
The Cutter Laboratory
Is
A
the
thought
go."
war
heads.
"You'd
year.
their
better
into
O'Flnnnigan.
me
"They remind
of
"Tlu Isttraurf intt untai am
"I guess I can get my dinner pretty
California
(U5.Licoe)
All "local" public utilities, consist"O'Flannigan, with big bandnge most contagious thought in the world ; There Was Something Human About
Berkeley
any time. I don't" He had a ing principally of light, heat and
near
round his head, wns hobbling down the but If it can be kept from starting, it
Her, Then, After All.
thought. "Did you"
can be kept from being contagious.
power companies, tramways, reservoir
street on a pair of crutches.
got
an
into
people
when
just
have
"Did I what?"
It's
you've
done with your absurd
what
and water companies, are given an as"'Faith, O'Flannigan, what's hap"Did you have your dinner before I sessed valuation this year of $47,577,-11emotional state, or a state of smou- telegram? That started the rest: they
pened to ycz?' said O'Reilly.
.
a decrease of $49,340, as compared
"T bet O'Donahue a dollar,' said ldering rage, that everybody ought to thought they all had toend telegrams met you 7"
"No."
O'Flannigan, 'that he couldn't carry me be so terribly careful not to think war like that." -with last year's tables.
'
thoughts .or make war speeches or . "Well, the faculty"
"Well, aren't you"
Itallroads' of the state will be asladder, and I won.' "
up a four-stor-y
send war telegrams ! I thought oh,
She shook her head. "I don't want sessed on a valuation of $180,803,610,
"Even they mightn't have thought
I was so sure I'd convinced Mr. CoIlllllilllTlllllllliiMlifll
of It if It hadn't been for the first one. any."
Better Still.
as compared
with '$160,314,080 last
"Why not?"
Is the most
terrible
Turner "Theory raises a man's lburn of all this, the last time we Vengeance
year; the Pullman Company, $1,101,-300 replace old,g
I
underHe seemed to
should be grow-lu"I don't think people have very much
thought; once you put It into people's
hopes." Brookes "But practice raises talked of it
the same as last year ; the Ameriall the time.
El
stand, and I was sure he agreed with minds that they ought to have It, It appetite today and yesterday," she can Railway Express Company, $756,-71jo" his wages." London Answers.
It will if Kn4
....
me." She bit her lip. "He was only runs away with them."
said, with the hint of a sad laugh, "all
a decrease of $143,140, as com- J M..
today
It's
.u i uwa
ionio fen
pretending I see that now!'1
over America."
. Marriage is a tie, but not necessar"Well, It Isn't mostly vengeance
mac more pleaeant. At all rood dniiwljtU, 75c,
pared with the 1921 valuation, and pri;
"No; I guess that's so."
"I guess he must 'a' been," said we're after, at all. There's a lot more
ily a noose.
vate "car lines, $961,510, as compared'
Ramsey, with admirable simplicity. to It than Just getting even with "
"It's too terrible!" she said. "I with $789,590 last year.
West Texas ftlilitary Academy
"He didn't talk about anything like
She did not heed him. "You're all can't sit and eat when I think of the
Telephone companies will be asthat last night. He was as much for blind! You don't see what you're do- Lusitanla of all those poor, poor peo- sessed on a valuation, of $13,333,580,
b.o.t.0. saa Antome,
It as anybody." '
Affiliated with ths I7njwwi!ty of Ts).
ing; you don't even see what you've ple strangling in the water''
as compared with $13,214,700 for 1921,
Wflt Point. AnnttpOllB auu lanuiMH
omoers
"I've no doubt !"
"No; I guess nobody can eat much, and telegraph companies, $2,386,820,
done to this peaceful place here.
" Annr Uniform
tloiu of the VrttoiDepartment.
Ramsey made bold to look at her You've filled It full of thoughts of fury if they think about that."
ín"pn7enlUned br Government,
parale
as compared with $2,431,240 last year.
SnnlurScbool. Swlmmlns PooL
out of the side of his eye, and as she and killing and massacre "
"And of what It's going to bring, if
wSaVcLmtUm oi IfoolbaU and BaeebaU.
was gazing tensely forward he contin"Why, no," said Ramsey. "It was we let It," she went on. "As if this
Write for new Illustrated
Victor. Mrs. Patrick MeDermott, 21
entogue. J. 5.
TOM WH.UAMB.8Bpt.
ued his observation for some time. She those Dutch did that to us; and, be- killing weren't enough, we want to add
years
old, while suffering from demenwas obviously controlling agitation, alsides, there's more to It than you" our killing! Oh, that's the most terson, Neil, and
tia, shot her
6 Bell-an-s
I
most controlling tears, which seemed
"No, there isn't," she interrupted. rible thing of all the thing it makes
The
on herself.
turned
ITCH 60RES
revolver
the
Hot
wide-opewater
FOR BURNS CUT
I
eyes; "It's Just the old brutal spirit that na- within us! Don't you understand?"
to lire a ten her very
boy Is at the district hospital here,
75e at totes 85c by mail Addreee
for those now fully grown and notice- tions Inherit from the time they were
She turned to him appealingly, and with two gunshot wounds in his head.
i
"
New York Drug Concern, New York
of hers were subject only tribes; It's the tribe spirit, and he felt queerer than ever. Dusk had
able
The mother died instuntly. Physicians
'such a an eye for an eye and a tooth for a fallen. Where they stood,
Indicating
to fluctuations
B,
under the say a spinal disease had affected her
Lawrer.Waahlngtoa
threat. She looked "hurt," and Ram- tooth. It's those things and the love young-leavePATENTS
maple tree, there was but reason.
Adrleeand book D.
25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere
sey was touched. There was something of fighting men have always loved a faint lingering of afterglow, and In
BuMMMUta BlhatrtereBxes. Besnwrlo
And
Civilization
fight.
all.
to
hasn't taken it this mystery her face glimmered wan
human about her, then, after
For-- v
1
""1"2
If he had put his feeling into words at out of them; men still have the brute and sweet; so that Ramsey, Just then, New Tourist Record for National
ests.
the moment, he would have said that in them that loves to fight !"
was like one who discovers an old
Denver. The
rush of tourists
"I don't think so," said Ramsey. pan, used In the kitchen, to be made of
he guessed maybe he could stand this
through the Colorado national forests
"Americans don't love to fight ; I don't chased silver.
ole girl, for e few minutes sometime"
better than he'd always thought he know about other countries, but we
"Well, I don't feel much like dinner is unprecedented for the time of year,
could.
don't. Of course, here and . there, right now," he said. "We we could according to C. W. Richards, general
.
railagent of the
"Well," lie said, "Colburn prob'ly there's some fellow that likes to hunt sit here awhile on this bench,
prob'ly."
road, .who declared that the season Is
wouldn't want to hurt your feelings around for scraps, but I never saw
Val
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
more than three or four in my life that
now In full blast with the promise of
or anything.
Colburn "
Right End First
breaking all records of former years.
"He? He didn't!. I haven't the acted that way. Of course a football
Blggard Of course It is possible for All roads are open to the mountainous
faintest personal Interest In what he team often has a scrapper or two on
v
did."
a man to acquire ease and plenty.
regions, he stated, and with no snowit, but that's different"
"No," she said. "I think you ail
"Oh I" said Ramsey. "Well, excuse
Mason Ah, but not in the order banks to encounter, motorists need not
me; I thought prob'ly you were sore really love to fight"
worry about the use of chains.
named. London Answers.
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The S. E. Paxton car driven
by Clyde Hooper become stuck
in the quick sand at the Gallegos
crossing on Ute Creek Sunday
night on their return home from
Tucumcari and it was 12 o'clock
noon the following day before
the car was gotten from the river The boys worked for hours
in tse middle of th enight Sunday trying to get the car from
the river and finally they decided to wait until daylight and
the other boys returned to Roy
leaving Mr Hooper, Mr McCargo
and Ralph Williams with the car.
Several horses were secured Mon
day morning and after considerable work the car was pulled
from the river. W. H. McCarger
went down Monday morning to
pull the car from the river and
got stuck also and it was only
with difficulty that it was gotten out of the river. The boys
says that games hereafter must
be on this side of Ute Creek, or
they will wait until the new high
way is completed.

Viewed practically, laying

a-si-

partisian considerations, the
candidacy of Senator Jones for
return to the Senate is a chance
for New Mexico to gain considerable foothold on future advant-

The following letter was re
ceived from President Harding
by the Chairman of Safety Sec
tion, American Railway Associa

SOME ESSENTIALS FOR
MAKING POULTRY PAY
JLhe

lirst essential

NOTICE

Of DOUltry

I

-

To the voters of Harding
Countv. N. M. RennhlirariA- - Tie- ,mnr.rts and ladies voters rf llar
'ding County have insisted on me

One oi the largest inland ra- dio stations in the United States
has just been erected by the Sw- ocmov Aufrtrrmhifo firhnnl . Kan-o a o Pit v Mrv
The aerials are
25 feet high and the station is
equipped at a total cost of $20,
Concerts will be broadcasted on
316 metre wave length.and mar
ket and weather reports from
the government at 485 wave len- -

raising is to secure the right
The hen is the
ages.
piani wnicn con- - running for sheriff of Harding
The Senator today Is next to pices, of the American Railway verts feed into eggs. If the man County and wish to announce to
the chairman of Senate Finan- Association an intesive. campaign, uia.cVunn Plant 18 not woi'King the public that I have decided to
ce Committee, the most powerful is to be waged for eliminating efficiently, it cannot be expected run for sheriff regardless of
poultry raising will pay.
,Etics and if elected will do all in
committee in the world. Senator accidents at railroad highway
ine enicient hen IS the pro-- mv nower to enforce the Taws, eh The range of this station
Simmons now is chairman and crossings.
tramblinc and rovers the whole United States
The complete success of such duc of careful breeding and sel- - !stoD
Senator Jones will become chairman when the present head re an effort would mean the saving ition. Ono can buy very good imake Harding County a respec- - and the power is displayed from
W-- E
set
a
tires. Because of the advanced of thousands, of lives, the preven stock at the beginning of his op- - table place to live in.
A vote for Gibson will be well
years of the chairman, Senator tion of many more thousands of erations but under careless bree
Mr Sweeney has also installed
Jones has on his shoulder most injuries ana incidentally me pre-- , ui"s aiiu uo"vuiu6)
""lww tu your ume ai me pons 11 a sound proof sctudio where conof the committee work. How- vention of great property loss, soon run aown to a poim wnere you want the laws enforced,
certs will be rendered. Arrange
John F. Gibson
Of course, the ideal solution is it does not pa.v.
ever, for New Mexico to set
surest
trap
nest
The
the
ments are being mede to install a
is
an advantage such as the elimination of grade crossings,!
good
way
flock
of
of
handling
a
neMaster
Otto
Forseman,
keeping
and
energy
Senator
pipe organ.
to which all possible
state holds in
Jones in Washington would mean means should be unceasingly di-- ! producers, and to build the nock pnew or the editors oi the S.A.
letting go of potential benefits racted. But the extent of our up, according to Professor Bards arrived in Roy Sunday from
NOTICE
Colo, and will spend the
limited only by the state's needs country and its railroad mileage ley of the Agricultural College,
Insofar as tran nesting is not summer with his father Auerust
Public notice is hereby given
With Senator Jones at the malro nrvnnront that not. for a possible,
it becomes necessary to Forseman near Solano. Otto's that a duly authenticated copy
efhelm of the finance committee, great many years of utmost
by sight, which is .mother was the daughter of Mr
New Mexico naturally would fort could this be done. There cull the flock
of the last wil and testament of,
a, very satisiacwry meuioa ior a and Mrs U.W.B. Leatherman.,
pressure
should
be
constant
for
getting
of.
stand an opportunity
John W. Robertson has been
.of the farmers,
lhe
filed for probate in the office oí
manv of th things about which elimination of these danger spots majority
worn snouia uegin at an
FOR SALE
Red Duroc reg the Probate Clerk for the County
citizens now dream, but which nnrt.ipnlnrlv in the more nonill cuumg
Irving Ogden of the Mora Pa- would hardly make any more im- ous areas, pending which there is early age and continue thruout istered boar, one year old and of Harding, New Mexico; that
"lc weighs about 250 pounds I all persons having claims against
Vie me "1UU!.
triot was in Roy several days pression on future eastern chair- need for just the kind of prevent youngsters
slow matur-ure- s have no furthr use for him so
showing
your
association
ive
effort
that
repormen than has been attained in
the estate of John W. Roberttsis week on business He
weakness of any kind had will sell reasonable.
or
ity
would
most
effective
the
Mora
the
at
past.
very
rain
little
son, are requested to file the
the
ts
ought to be removed as soon as
Chas Depew
mind
in
to
arouse
to
be
seem
the
Senwith Ward, Askren &
County capital, but that fishing
same
required
for
Years were
are noticed. Aftar the pul-Roy, N. M.
Hedgcock of East Las Vegas,
and camping in the mountains is ator Jones to reach his present of drivers a sense of their person they
responsibilities, when thought lest begin to lay, they should be
New Mexico, the authorized atfine and beingj wejl patronized atJ standing in the Senate.
Those
happens,
the scene is set for trad , unkr constant observation and HOG MILLET FOR SALE
torneys of the undersigned ex-present.
years, so far as affecting the furemoved as soon as they show
Among
planning.
meas
is
tbw
!ecutors,'of said will.
ture of his state are concerned, place
of failing off m their
signs
I
100 bushel of Al hog
have
too
vigilance,
often
as
of
Ida M. Payne,,
Mr Morris Baker and Henry would be lost if he is not continuAuction. Every fall the flock millet for sale at 3 per lb. Let
usurp
allowed
to
the
is
Kingman, Kansas
valuWashington.
Thursday,
More
ed
Raton
in
Stone left for
egy. Reminders, and still more should be given a thoro culling me know how much you want.
Dessie
F. Stites,
where they will attend to some lable years would be required to
to remove all of the poor
W, Woodard,
J.
o
need
of
caution
fder
reminders,
the
Kansas.
Wellington,
business matters. From there, if put another man as high in the
R.F.D. 1, Roy, N.M.
at railwav crossings are needed, producers and make room for the
Executors.
they see that they have the time Senate.
'
FOR SALE Genuine Big
"Surely, the effort you are un-, .
they will try and spend a few
it WOuld be a grave mistake to dertaking
German
Millet Seed $1.25 per
'
is appealing, and it had
I
days in the mountains fishing. retire the Senator.
per hundred. E.
bushel,
$2.50
ought to have the most generous
THE MORPHINE TABLETS
They will be gone about five
be successfu S. Cameron, 1 Vis miles north oí
.
support."
general
and
?e
days in all.
m poultry raising without prop Brand school houes. Roy, N. M OF HELL, next Sunday night at'
Burt Standard of Okarchee,
ter
feeding. One should not cut
fYIrlahnmn and his hrother from
the Baptist Church.
Glenn Anderson left for La-- 0ff the feed and let the egg
Mr and Mrs Mcintosh and fa-- McCurtain, Okla, were in Roy "a
Ind Thursday noon where duction drop when eggs are che-h-e
mily were the Sunday guests at fw ,inva win
ver the coun- will
visit his father for a few ap. This results in having ones
whpat
the McFarland home at David. Urv Thev "renort
the
I
crop in central Okla, at less than days also his brother Lee. Ii he capital tied up without drawing
can secure a good position there any interest and it is generally
Alfrero Gonzales and A. F. 25 this year..
he will probably remain through difficult to get the poultry start-th-e
ran-chin
were
from
Chavez
their
summer and suffer from the 'e(j to laying again when prices
near Carrizo and report heWm. Lofton and W. R. Copl-i- n neat witn tne rest oi our east
gO Up.
avy losses in the recent storm
of Mosquero, attended the ern friends.
r
If the ration used is good, see
that swept that community.
Democratic rally at Roy Saturthe hens are free from parthat
day. Both are members of the
L2F
Large crowds are attending County Central Committee and NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION asites and the houses kept clean
Department of the Interior
and sanitary at all times. A
the morning preaching services say that Harding county is goU. S. Land Office at Clay flock of chickens cannot produce
which are held daily from 10 to ing to crawl over into the Demoton, N. M.
well if these conditions are , not
11 A. M. All business houses clo-- e cratic columns this fall.
'
1922
'
June
15th,
.',
r'ght.
during the morning services
Notice is hereby given that
0. A. Buttler, former resideWind-mill- s
C. Ernest Anderson and
Neis Wetterhus, Hal Warner nts of the mesa, but who have Leandro Archuleta, of Roy, HarMonday.
Roy
were
visitors
ding
Co,
New
Mexico, who, on
and W. . Yarbrough report the been living in New York the past
loss of the greater portion of few years are visiting at the pa January 19th, 1920, made addi
Entry No.026-Mr. and Mrs. J R. McKee
their crop in the storm of last rental DePew home southeast of ' tionalí Homestead
V
cwi s
VÑÍ and family of Abbott,
and Mr.
I
11.1.
HT
T1..Í.4.1
Saturday They were just in the i.
and Mrs. D.J. Yedan,step-fat-he- r
western portion of the storm, been failing him the past
and mother of Mr. McKee,
but got enough of the hail to months and he came west to re-- l
T"
of Bloomington, Indiana, were
beat their crop into the ground. gain his health and will probablj
P. Meridian, has filed notice of visitors in Roy and attended the
relocate in the west.
intention to make Final Three church services here Sunday.
ANNOUNCEMENT
Year, Proof, to establish claim
The
Mrs
Mr
sons
to the land above described, bethree
of
and
CARD OF THANKS
hereby
announce myself a
I
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commiscandidate for Sheriff subject to 'nd 4 Jree
sioner, at his office at Roy, New
Through the columns of the
the action of the Democratic rat poison. The three little bo- - Mexico, on the 26th day of July Spanish American we wish to
.
T1 county dies were Duried m the
oi narumg
same 1922.
convention 'athank all those who were so kind
...
Claimant names as witnesses : to us and aided us during the si
If nominated and elected I prom- coffin.
The Dudley family had only
Zacarías Ebel, Manuel Archu- ckness, death and burial of our
ise to conduct the office strictly
recently
moved to Levy and the leta, Julian Sandoval and Jose dear wife and mother.
Your
on a business basis with economy
can of rat poison was found by Jesus Medina, all of Roy, New kind words will do much to help
of County Government as my the children in a 'rubbish heap Mexico.
us bear the grief that 13 ours to
chief aim.
left on the piace by a former te
H. II. Errett,
share in these trying hours.
Henry W. Farmer. nant.
.
Register.
Walter Steadman and
,
;
Daughter Oliva
; i
T. GIBSON,
tion.
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Deep well pumps
Well pipe and cylinders of all
sizes, well casing of all sizes
or made to order
Safety Flues, any size
Galvanized barrels and tanks
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Official Washington Sees Hughes' Daughter Wed
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SI Jones for the first time on
board a ship of the navy is being
shown around by an officer fri
end of his. Upon entering the
radio room he is being told of
the wonders performed by

dang, but this is a
wonderful arrangement." (Then
turning to operator, who is busy
copying a message) "What do
you wear those funny things on
Si-"G-

osh

your ears for "

J

"Saittiiiiii

iiMi)riiwai

wtt.fm totter

it
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..
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The most distinguished athenng 4 official Washington saw Mis Catherine IJughcs. daughter of tha
Secretary of State, married to Cliauncey Lockhart Waddell of New-YorCity
Thi pwtare ihows the bnde and bridegroom, with Secretary and Mrs. Hughes in the rear, pardina
fter the recepuoa at the i'aa tm&rmt Umoo.
r
k

.

Prop.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank those who
were so kind to us during the
sickness and death of our little
darghter, Perfeta. May God's
richest blessing be with each one
of you for your kind deeds.
Adolfo Montoya and family

I,",

Tinware
Garden hose and pipe supply

oy Tin Shop

.

'

Ha r d ware

Radio op who is tired of listen
irig to his foolish questions-Y- ou
see I am receiving a message from Alaska and as it is so
very cold up there I am wearing

these things to keep my ears
from freezing." -

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts
We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our
business.
We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
business.
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-in- g
in Harding County.
,
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
charge.
;
'

Harding County Abstract. Co.
INCORPORATED AND BONDED
Mosquero,
New Mexico.
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AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office.

Registered August 27, 1912.
MILLS AND VICINITY
Smith returned Monday
The Roy Cadmean Chautauqua from a business trip to Guyman,
Fancy Comb. : Extracted Honey
which has been in session the Okla.
past five days closed Wednesday
For sale by the case
Mrs Ira Thetford returned
evening with a fair attendance Friday from Stillwater, Okla,
in 5 gal., cans
each day and a good attendance where she has been in a hospital
Retailed by all
at nights.
for some time. She sustained a
Leading Grocers-ItaliaThe whole program was consi- serious operation and has returBees
and Queens
dered better than the past pro- ned home looking fine which we
grams of the; Cadmean people are very glad to say.'
Charley Cheney Jr. the eldest
and the audience as a rule were
well pleased. Mr Hill who has son of Mr and Mrs C. D. Cheney P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex.
had charge of the Chautauqua is quite sick at their home west
has done good work while here of town with
and made many friends in the
Mr and Mrs C. H. Garner, artown.
rived Friday from Missouri to
Chairman Hester of the local make this their permanant hocommittee did fine work to put me. Thev went to housekeeping
the Chautauqua across but on at once in one of the Bailey houaccount of the poor work done ses. Mr Garner is an auctioneer
by many of the guaran teers it !of some renown and expects to
was not a financial success , If soon be ready to solicit business
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
every one would have gotten out along that line.
DISC ROLLING
and worked and done their part
A. C. Meicle and daughter
AT THE OLD STAND,
t would have more than pa. Margerett spent, a part of, Monout, but when it "comes t0"5 or 6 day in Mills on their way home
W1TH.THE LIBERTY
to do all the work and 40 or 50 from Chicago where the former
GARAGE
names on the guarantee, 'then spent his vacation.
Mr Meicle
they can expect nothing more has a good position on the railthan to dig up h the final wind road at Barston, Calif.
V. E. Bixby and family left
The business men have not Saturday for New York where
decided whether they will put on they wil make their future, hoa Chautauqua for 1923 or not, me. Mrs Marion Payton accomnit the general opinion is that panied them.
conditions on the mesa are not
A. D. Fisher and family arri
such as to warrant the heavy ex- ved here Sunday from Rosebud,
I am a graduate from the
penditure for the Chautauqua Oregon where they will spend
and the chances are that Ro,: the summer and look after busi Missouri Auctioneering School.
ill step ort for next year and ness matters.
I will assure , you of service
the people here will attend it at
W. H. McMinn is general floor that brings results.
Mills and other towns on the Me- walker, and overseer in both the
Will be glad to cry your sale
sa putting one over for next grocery and mercantile depart- anywhere at any time.
year.
ment of the Wilson Store now-ha- ving
Record breaking audiences con
assumed his new duties
tinue to attend the revival meet- the first of this week.
ings now being held at the BapD. D. Hollopetfer and T. A. TuBoy, New Mexico.
y
tist Church by Rev. Pope. Great rner are building a side walk in
interest is being manifested and front of the drug store for Dr.
one can readily see that much O. B. Moon.
good is being done. ' The sermon
H. B. Albertson left one day
of last Sunday morning is consiweek for Farmington where
last
dered by many as- the strongest
texpeuts
to homestead an adhe
sermon ever heard in Roy. The
"
of land. He left
filing
ditional
UNDERTAKER !
meetings; will continue several
in a covered wagon with an exAnd
'
.'
weeks.tra horse to use in case of emer
LICENSED EMBALMER
gencies, a big fierce looking dog Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
ENJOYS OUTING BELOW
protection and other equipfor
hand, also suits and dresses.
THE DAVID HILL
ments that the pioneer needs Calls answered day or night,
Last Saturday afternoon as a which reminded us of our childPhone No, 53
number of fans were accompany hood "back east," when covered
Foster
Roy, N. Mex.
Blk.
wagons would pass by our home
ing, the Roy ball team to Tucum- cari, the large Studebaker of labled "Oklahoma or bust." We
Mickey Floérsheim broke a back wish him success but we have
axel just a little ways below the hopes of his return because of
foot of the David hill and it be the fcct that his wife and daugh H3.Í,- ON EEAL ESTATE
came necessary, to transfer the ter are still with us.
Mrs Alta Harrison, manager
players in this car to other cars
which proceeded' on to Tuciinira- - of the Elk Hotel in Tucumcari, Rates Reasonable.
n, while Mickey Floersheim. 13 visiting her neice Mrs u. H. Can Make Inspection, Soon.
Frank L. Schultz
Tom Bow-- Jordan. She is accompanied by Wnte, Phone or See,
man and David Branch staved her daughter.
with the car and C. Ernest An
Miss Neta Aliene Foster and
derson caught a passing car and John Virgil Yarbrough of Gkd- - MOSQUERO,
NEW MEXICO,
went to Mosquero and phoned to stone were married at 9. SO a.m.
Vern Caris at Roy to get a new June 13 at the home of the bin.
axle and come to the boys rescue des parents by Rev. D. H. Jordan
at once, but just at that time The bride is a stranger to us but
the heavy rain began falling at the groom is well and favorably
Roy and Mr Caris was unable to .known in this community,
leave town until daylight the fol- - ' H. L. Boyd is the new Sunday
lowing morning and of course he '.School Sup't and he seems to
tin-sho- p
be
had to land in a mud hole1 ami taking un his dutv like a man
was there for several hours final
The
ly reaching the marooned boys a while,flour mill has closed for
miller C. F. Burmine
late Sunday afternoon.
been laid off and R. L. Den'has
was accompanied by Mr F,E. nis
has charge of the grain and
Ivey, and he stated that they had
Hour
department.
a h
of a time getting out of
Mr
and
Mrs Winzel Swaim
the mud hole. After getting to
up
Roy Sunday visiting
from
the bottom of the hill, the new
ü.. biier home.
axle Was put in the car and the at me i.
Miss Mildred Wyatt a cousin
boys started back to town and
they too landed in the mudhole of Ira Thetford accompanied Mrs
below Oscar Murpyh's ranch but Thetford home from Okla, and
finally got pulled out and arrived will spend the summer at their
at Roy about 9 P.M. Sunday ni home.
J. W. Carter of Abbott was in
ght, not having seen the ball tra
me; but having had the pleasure town Wednesday after wind mill
of a fine outing and a nice cam repairs, he informs us he has
ping on the prairie for about 24 traded one of his farms near Abhours. The boys are much in- bott for southwest Mo. land and
debted to Mr McFarland and fa- will move to that place to make GARDNER S. CHAPIN, M. D-Physician and Snrgeon
mily who boarded them while on his future home. Mr Carter has
outing
made
good
their
and all had words of
in New Mexico and GLADSTONE. NEW MEXICO.
praise for the McFarland's for we feel sure he will make good
the spelndid manner in which in his new location.
The Meat Market at the Pax- they were treated by them apd
ton Grocery Store was opened ta
the boys said they were sure
The progressive citizens of the public last Saturday with a
glad that this generous hearted Gladstone, are looking to
de- complete line of fresh and smo
family homesteaded just where velopment of their spelndidthecom- ked meats. Mr. Leland Longley
they did or if the car doomed' to munity and the contentment
of is the cutter at the block. The
break down, that it broke down her citizens, have cluhhed
looks of this market makes it
just where it did. Any way they ther and will install a large ra- - 'very aPetizing, and here after
V
ItU
T
finally got back and all are glad uivpuuiie
A;U
c bwlv siogan win De no. n
Hi. rax
connecting Gladstone
did
not
it
that
rain at the foot with the radio world. Thev will !tm Grocery Co., "The Food
of the hill as it did upon the me- - be able to tune in on all concerts Store" for they will handle eve
Sm
rything m the line of eatables.
in tne rocky mountain district.
Gladstone is one of the most
Mr Jake Floersheim made a progressive communities in II-THE MORPHINE TABLETS
business trip to Denver 'this nion county.' Her citizenshiTv u OF HELL, next Sunday
night at
the' best type.
wee.
ine iiaptist Church.

THE CHAUTAUQUA

FATJO'S HONEY

C. A.

!

n

At less than seasonable prices

Saturday and all of
next week

Fatjo Apiaries

typhoid-pneumoni- a.

General Blacksmith

and

Machine Work,

Wo m ens full fashion Armor plate

hosiery
White, brown and grey
Regular $2.50,value- - for the week $1.25
Regular $1.75 and $2.00- - at 98c
Regular $1.00 and $1.25 values- - white
only- - at 69c

CHILD

:

S

J. D. Wade,

:;

-

;

AUCTIONEER

.

:

t

Regular 75c and 85c values- - white and

brown priced at 39 cents
Regular 50c and 65c values at only 23c

v

.

'

C D O D DS

I.

-

Everyone know the; above
brand of hosiery

Col. B. R. Reeder

-

Just the thing for summer weather
Women's white canvas shoes and oxfords in
all sizes

We are making three lots of these
Boys and girls Billiken tan oxfords with that
heavy flexible sole
to 8 for the week
Sizes 8'2 to
for the week
Sizes

5

ll'j

$1.98
.

. .

.;. . . .

... .....

Sizes 12 to 2 for the week

2.15
2.48

MONEY to LOAN

Remejio Lopez

BAUM BROS
Have
their
and
desire to meet all
of their former
re-open- ed

,

For the week we have also
lümped our lot of childrens
white slippers and oxfords
NOW IS THE TIME TO FIT THE FAMILY

See our special offering in the grocery
section for the week

ROY T R A DIN G
C O MP ANY

Mr-Cari-

s

customers at the
old stand.

The war is over
and so are war
prices a- tBAUM BROS.

t.n.
.

I

1

i.

:

The

Spanish-America-

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico

n,

Saturday June 24th, 1922
MUS. WALTER STEADMAN
she was not bedfast much of the
DIES AT HANCOCK, IOWA time, yet she suffered constantly
but bore her sickness without j
The news has been received at complaint. Her husband, took j
Roy that Mrs Steadman, wife of hér to eminent physicians and ;
Walter Steadman died in a hos- did everything possible to help
pital at Hancock Iowa on Satur- her regain her health, but it was-alday June 10th after a lingering
in vain,
ilness of nearly two years.
She always came to Roy on
,
Mr and Mrs Steadman came to Saturday with her husband ana
Roy several years ago and pur- was in town less than three wee- chased the D. M. Finley farm ks ago meeting her friends and '
southwest of Roy, and resided on altho at that time her suffering
this farm until a few weeks ago, was intense. she greeted her
when they went to Dalhart, Te friends with a smile and told '
xas to have an
test made them she would soon be alright
of Mrs Steadman and to their again. '.
utter disappointment they dis- ; She leaves to mourn her death
covered that she was suffering a sorrowing husband, one daugh- ith that dreaded malady, can- ter Olive, and aged father, sevecer, of the stomach and that she
ral brothers and sisters and nu- - ;
had but a few days to Uve at the ;nerous relatives and friends who i
most Mrs - Steadman wished mourn the death' of a kind wife,
that she might see her. relatives mother,' daughter, sister and
before death overtook her and friends. One daughter Mrs. Ral- her husband and daughter rush- ph Buff ington lives on the J. H.
ed her to Hancock, Iowa, the hoJohnson homestead southwest of
me of her parents where she pas Roy and was unable to go to '
sed away as above stated.
Hancock to attend the funeral.
Mrs Steadman was a kind and
The funeral took place in the
affectionate mother, tfife and
town Sunday the 11th and"'
Iowa
neighbor and loved by all who
knew her. During her two years burial followed in the cemetery
residence on the mesa she had nearby.
made many acquaintances and
The Spanish American exten- - ;
every one was her friend. About ds sympathy to the bereaved '
20 months ao she became ill VinpVviJTiH frA f?ann4f?
jtj their
with stomach trouble ard sltho r'ar! hours of fqttow. .
I

.O

l

--

Powder Mulue

-

:

.

,

v

X-r- ay

f

there were no other reason for using Dr.
n
Phosphate Baking Powder, its
high quality would be sufficient. But in
addition to this, think of these other advantages!

IF

well-know-

(

A

-

;

Dr. Price's is sold at the low price of 25c for a large
can of 12 ounces. It is pure and wholesome and
imports a fine, appetizing flavor to the food.

It contains nothing to leave a bitter taste

;

no

;

-

ingredient which is not in itself wholesome.

.'

TlUlfl

HH

y

Afee!

fóosqm
.

iCKaessnfsa

lilif'ilfli

irWIll

and Tilla Cosigairi".

(Incorporated and Bonded.)

ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON
IN HARDING COUNTY.

ALL-LAND-

S

"

f
i-

;

'

.T"

,

, r

--

Insurance of ail .kinds. '
Special attention given to examining

'J

?

:.

Large can, 12 ounces, only 25c

i
:

New Cook Book Free
1

Dr. Price Cook Book
IN the New
are 300 delightful recipes

to

D

1a

Wder

for all kinds of cooking and baking
some of them the most famous!
recipes in use today. Every housekeeper will value a copy of this
book which can be had free by

addressing Price Baking Powdei
Factory, 1003 Independence Boule-

SPECIAL!
Some grocers may have
a few cans left of Dr.

Price's bearing the

TIRES

label with the special

advertising offer

jre-cen- tly

announced- for
-

a limited period. ' A big
value at its regular

"-Ke-

price, Dr. Price's in an
unparalleled bargainat
this special sale price.
Don't fail to see if your
grocer has some left!

COUNTY

CSMSZ

30x3
$12.75
1--

Burleson of Roy, has ' been in training Camp that will be held
charge of the barber shop during during the month of July at
The death and funeral of our the illness of Mr Trujillo.
Ft. Logan, Colorado. If all oí
M.
Gallegos,
promi'the applications are accepted
Uncle, Don Leandro
Don Fulgencio Baca,
caused us to miss last weeks is- nent capitalist, ranchman and Mosquero v.ill be well represensue of the S. A. with our column- - Democratic politician was in to- ted at the camp this year and a
The Chautauqua is now in full wn several days last week look- , number of her young tneu will
swing with a large crowd in at- ing over some land that had re- enjoy a fine vacation end at the
same time secure some excellent
tendance and a fine program cently been purchased by his
C.
Baca,
and military training.
de
athletic
Don
Nestor
being given by the talent.
two
east
miles
some
of
lies
that
Quite a number of the boys
In the District Court of the 8th
Hepburn.
a very sad, lonesome and town.
wear
Judicial District in and for
Mr and Mrs C. Robertson visi- forelorn appearance since the ' The Sheriffs sale of some five
the County of Harding,
ted friends in Taylor Sunday.
school ma'ams left town at the thousand acres jof Harding CoState of New Mexico.
Mrs R. H. Smith returned
unty land lying close to Logan,
close of the teachers institute.
Mexico",
)
Sunday from Mosquero
formerly owned by the; Alamosi-to- s State of New
from
to
continues
Rain
fall
,
)SS.
she has been attending nor time to
Land and' Cattle Co., was County of Harding, )
time and the spring cro- ,
mal.
iot very well attended. The sale
P.
Felton,
John
Mrs C. Robertson was calling ground.
occasional hail was held under, the, direction of
An
tvt
Plaintiff,
n t xu,jx vt
f
cuts
storm
narrow
a
swath throu Mrs Susie Pace of Clayton, who
-- vsNo.64.
ternoon.
fhout the country but taken all knocked the land off to Mr Har- Thomas A. Turner and
OT1i fOTyili
vey, a wealthy ranchman of near
of Tucumcari spent a few days !n alJ Prospects are very promis-- f Pasamonte for the small sum o Essie Turner,
harvesting
he
the
of
r
in
Defendant.
ishing on the Abbott Lake.
fifteen thousand dollars.
NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE
Mr P J Hislpr Mit.erfr.Ainwi so-W.'A. Long, whó lives east of Notice is hereby given that
me of his friends Wednesday on the Mesa.
town,
was taken quite sick with under and by virtue of a certain
-,
maSeveral moves have been
evening by playing Croquett.
pneumonia
last week and was Execution, issued out of the abode
of
business
by
concerns
vithe
Mr and Mrs John Hepburn
to
brought
the Daniels Hospital ve entitled court on the 9th day
sited Mrs Hepburn mother Sun Mosquero during the last week.
he
was
taken care of un- of June, A. ,D. 1922, I will offer
where
Cozy
Cafe
moved
The
into the
day.
was suffiwhen
Tuesday
til
Mrs Cunningham, Clyde Mc-- 1 Part of the Mesa Cafe formerly ciently recovered tohebe taken to at public sale to the highest bidder cash in hand on the 18th day
Colpin and P; J. Hisler attended occupied by the City Drug Store
of July, A. D. 1922, at the hour
the ball game at Newton Sunday-Mr- s and the dining room of the hotel his home.
Work on another Mosquero re- of 2.00 o'clock P. M. of said day,
The
J. W. Carter was in Ab- has been discontinued.
drug store moved into the Mo- sidence was commenced this in front of the Post Office of the
bott Monday.
Mrs C. L. Wood was in Mills ore building just completed and week when the residenc of Mr Village of, Mills, of the County
the meat market has moved into Remijio Lopez on Brown Street and State aforesaid, the followMonday.
the Trujillo building. It is ru- was started. Mr Lopez plans to ing described real estate, t:
Lots ten (10) and eleven
Mrs Henry Stone and friend mored that the picture show erect a nice little building on his
(11) in ' Block one (1) of
Miss Sykes are visiting at the will be rented as soon as comple- lots recently purchased there
ted by the American Legion and and will add considerably to the
R. Kilmurry home this week.
Cress heights addition to
subrented to the picture show. appearance of the north part of
the Town of Mills ,in HardThe last half of the 1921 taxes town. And still Mosquero coning County, New Mexico.
Mr. Melville Floersheim and
R. Kilmurry were business visi- became delinquent on June 15th tinues to grow, slowly but surely
This sale is for the satisfaction
of a certain judgment in the
tors in Trinidad the later patr and there was;1 as usual quite, a and steadilly.
rush of people to get their taxes
of this week.
Mrs Ruth Phillipps, of El Pa- amount of Eight Hundred Sixty-on- e
ollars
& 76100-($861.paid up on the last day. People so, Texas, and baby daughter are
and Ten and 75100
Dr E. P. Brown ""s
b" were in town ' from practically visiting at the parental home of
the wireless bug while on his vi-- ah parts of the county attending Mr and Mrs Mealey. She announ- (10.75) Dollars costs of this acsit to Kansas vjitv and he tells to tax matters.
ces that she will spend the hot tion, with interest and all other
us that he is contemplating the) Mr. R. E. Trujillo, barber and Summer months on the mesa costs since incurred.
owner of the pool hall was taken where the weather is cool, pleaDated this 9th, day of June,
installation of an
te receiving set in thp vprv npnr Quite sick last week and has sant and invigorating.
A. D. 1922.
Geo. B. Spiyey,
future. Doc tells us that every been under the care of Dr. Da-- i
Quite a large number of the
Sheriff, Harding
way nas the fever for wireless .nieis unm me present writing. young boys of Mosquero have
County, N. M.
in Missouri city and it sure is He is reported as being conside filed their applications for a mocontagious.
rable improved now. Mr Walter nths vacation at the Citizens
ABBOTT NEWS
Mr and Mrs B. D. Atkins left
Friday morning for Dawson,
they will visit there and in Raton
a few days,- then leave for West
Va.
Mr and Mrs Childress of Canadian, visited the week end with Mr and Mrs Clvde McO1'"
Mrs Üalson of Raton yisitei
her sister last week, Airs jonn

lley-

Springfields

vard, Chicago, Illinois.

.

titlesv-'- ,

Conveyances,
'i
Mosquero, New Mexico.
'

SEAT NEWS

2

R. S. Wood Motor Co.

-

fa-th- er

,

E. F. HENRY
CONTRACTOR
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO

.

'vññr. tw

;

sa"p

to-wi-

.

76)

-D-

biti

'

-

..

man
wins
is the man who
has prepared
To the man who saves, the best business opportunity comes when he is prepared to take ad-- .
. vantage of it

IT TAKES MONEY always to take advantage
of such opportunity.
ARE YOU PREPARED TODAY?
IF NOT, you cannot do a better thing than to

start an account

To-Da-y.

IF YOU are really ambitious to succeed you will
not neglect this first opportunity and invita-" tion.

'

,.

Bank ot Roy

.

-

j...:,.;

,

Capital and Surplus
$36,000-0- 0

y

The

Spanish-America-

AS WE SEE IT

Fred Fluhman was in town on
business last Friday morning.
Tfc

nrnienrs

now-a-da-

that a

vs

Floersheim was a business
many persons think that
visitor at Tucumcari last week. the world owes two or three

NEW GOODS

S.

gi-ea-

Are arriving daily

do

F. A. Roy and Judge Foster
were business visitors at the co

COTTON GOODS
Will soon be higher, so come in
now and buy your supply of summer good, dresses etc.
We are still featuring our first
grade overalls and mene leather
work gloves.
Our stock of Ladies and Childrens low cut shoes witf
up all summer, so you may be able to get any size
kept
be
and anytime.

We cheerfully take your produce.
pleases us to serve you and our service will please you

t

livings.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas of Sol
ano were Roy visitors on Wed
nesday of last week.
;

It

baturday June un, w

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,

n,

lit

People who go for a vacation
not always get one, especial-

ly when it rains.

Helpful to Farmers

.......

The report that men are using
doubt caused
women are
that
fact
the
Ed Williams, o east of Mills, from
using
it.
was in our city last Thursday
unty seat last Saturday.

doing some shopping.

lipstick, was no

.

Gold-fis-

h

A strong banking connection

make fine pets, so

The Misses Margaret and Eur- do canaries, as neither ever get
is Woodard of Tucumcari, spent under your feet.
a few days last week at the Con
nor home.
Between son's radio is the attic, and dad's still is the cellar,
Henry Stone and wife were up so what can poor mother do?
from La Cinta canyon the first
of the week and attended the
A New Mexico couple claim
Chautauqua.
they have been married 75 years
a.id we wer just wondering if it
The Yates brothers of Yates- didn't only seem that long, if so,
ville, were in town the latter many of them think that they
part of last week attending to hive been married longer than
business matters.
this couple.

is a necessity for the modern
farmer. In our relations with
our fames patrons we strive to

-

give

assistance which will be most
profitable and helpful.
We invite other farmers to

-

make full use of our facifities.

Now that the Village has dump
The man who has been hate-in- g
grounds, we hope that Roy will
to carryout the ashes is the
not just an
have a real clean-uwho now hates to cut the
one
imaginary one.
weeds.
Richard Kilmurray and MelA whole lot of people in this
ville Floersheim were business
visitors in Trinidad last Satur- world would be poor if they did
not owe so terrible much.
day and Sunday.

First National Bank

p,

Lujans & Branch
ROY NEW MEXICO

i

Is truly an

Member Federal Reserve System

Mr. Wickham, of the MosquPoland has a veteran who is
ero neighborhood, was transact- 130 years old and even foughft
ing business in Roy the latter with Napoleon and has not yet
part of last week.
received his bonus; wonder if
boys will be long in gettour
J. G. Gambrel, our Village Mar ing theirs.
shall and Street Commissioner
is busy getting the crossings and
Gee, we wish that the Chautau
culverts worked over this week..
qua would have arrived a week
Henry Liebert of Mills attend- ago, for it is said that the Roy
ed the meeting of the Democrat- Chautauqua always brings rain,
ic Central Committee in Roy last and this year it is sure no excep
tion if you doubt this statemen
Saturday afternoon.
just ask those who made their
Messers Mcintosh and J.F. Mc way to the program last SaturFarland of near David were in day night.
Roy attending the Democratic
Caucus last Saturday.
Children have to acquire a taste for sweets says a scientist;
Several auto loads of baseball well the taste is eaily acquired
fans went to Tucumcari last Sat at any rate.

EFFECIENT AUTO
REPAIRING

art

FOR SALE For laná on, this
Our iW of nure down-rig88- acres of land in Texas
mesa,
dance
a
at
man
a
hard luck is fat
Moy a good size renard
County,
on a hot night or the same fellow
on the place, also some houses
trying to lace his shoes.
and lots in Joptin, Mo., will trade
The reason "jazz" is so popu- for a good suitable farm here or
lar is that the musician can play other property. For particulars
thA same niece over a dozen time see or write
and you will not recognize it as
O.A.Buttler
the same.
Roy,NewMexicov
ht

....

Our workmen are real
mechanics who have
gone thru the school of
experience.

SERVICEGARAGE

at all times that service and

tank will
Water in an
heat, at
much
stand only just so
any rate so says Ivan Johnson
and Guy Wade, two of our youth
ful experimenters.
air-tig-

ht

tecle Johns tMxl
--

RAYMOND PENDETON, MGR.

Eat wisely and
you will live well

Mary Duncan of Tucumcari is
game.
Two wells producing fifteen gal spending the week at the Dr.
Mary
T. E. Mitchell and daughter of Ions of water per minute beats Gibbs home in this city
scarcely
well
producing
nothing
one
but
we
grown
until
has
Albert were in Roy last Saturknew her.
day trading with our merchants interest.
and visiting with friends.
Now that Roy has water and
Springer, N. M. June 20th
Mr Meier, the singer with ev- can easily get plenty more of it In order that the Springer post
angelist Pope made a business we are wondering what "Fair-nlav- " of the American Legion can take
is going to howl about how over the care of the grounds and
trip-tTucumcari last Monday,
building of the" community build--i
returning Tuesday afternoon. ; Think fast "Fairplay"
ing here, the city board has leas-- !
been
who
has
Wood
B.
says
Hanten,
wants
more ed it to the organization for a
John
that he
visiting in Denver for! thp past economy in the Phillipine Gov term of fifteen years,
month, returned to Roy last Sat- ernment. Well he can have ours
The lower floor will be retain
urday looking as fat and sassy for we are not using it anymore ed for use of the library and mahere on the mainland.
as ever.
yor's office, while the upstairs
will be fitted out as a club room
Quite a number of Roy people
The average life of a coin, our
atare making, preparations to
Uncle Sam says is 25 years, well for the post. The large build-n- g
at
Cowboy's
Reunion
tend the
to the rear will be used by the
that's what it gets for travelling
Las Vegas on the days of July so fast.
Legion as a gymnasium.
third fourth and fifth.

bed-roc-

AMD

GOT

r.nrr.mv

k;

THE CITY MEAT
MARKET N.

cOPYHiaHT

ROY,

Paul Westphal and family, oi
north of Roy, were trading with
our merchants last Saturday.
Paul thinks that it is just about
as dry around his place as it is
Luis C. DeBaca, prominent
cattleman of near Rosebud, was
in Roy Saturday accompanied
by his wife . While here Mr . De
Baca attended the meeting of the
,

M.

Mrs. S.C. Vanliorn,
father and mother of Harry Van
Horn arrived in Roy the first of
the week to spend a few days visiting their son and family here
and helping care for their new
grandson.
Mr. and

Christman

Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tract3
ROY. NEW MEXICO-

Mrs. W. R. Holmes and
who have been spending a
few weeks at Montoya visiting
her brotherinlaw A Holmes and
family returned home last week
Bob seemed to have been enjoying the bachelor life during her.
absence.

-

PL A N T NOW
.15 doz, $1.00 a hundred
Cabbage, transplanted plants
"
"
1.50
.20 "
Cauliflower
"
"
"
1.50
.20 "
Cetery
Pepers, sweet & Chili, pot grown .50 " 3.50
each
Tomatoes, pot grown,
.25
.50 "
$3.50 to $20.00 per hundred
' Special prices quoted on thousand lots.
We also have some fina plants for the Flower Garden
and Perch Box, such as Geraniums, Verbennas, Petunias,
Asters, etc Let us help you beautify your home.

r

Raton Greenhouses
P.

a

THE

I9gg PUS AllTQCASTTS

Democratic Central Committee.

J".

DO
DID,

"""

J.

here.

James

CANT

LET GEORGE
IT" GEORGE

j

This ad is more directly for people who are not
customers of this store. Our purpose is to direct your attention to the quality of groceries we sell;
to
to remind you that our prices are at
convince you that by buying your foodstuff from us
you will be able to do justice to the demand that
nature makes upon your mentality and upon your
physicar self. And the only way we can convince
you is to sell you once. Will you be convinced?

OSCAR KIDD Prop.

"I

ONE SAID,

urday afternoon to attend the

Roy-Tucumc-

.

"THE NAYLORS"
Drawer 349
Raton, N.

It

' Santa Fe, Juné 13 The-- Ca
tholic Publishing Company of
Santa Fe, which publishes the
Southwestern Catholic, a relig-ou- s
weekly was held insolvent
by Judge Reed Holloman of the
district court on complaint of E.
P. Davies, attorney, who alleged
the company owed him for legal
services and was indebted to divers persons and firms. Mr. Dav
ies was appointed receiver under
five thousand dollars bond. '

THE MORPHINE TABLETS
OF HELL, next Sunday night at
the BapUst Church.

-

It will soon be

Fourth of July
Most of the grown up people
FOURTH, but Jrids know how

just orget how to celebrate the

to celebrate "her" as "she" should"

be celebrated and o course you will have to have some Fire Crackers to celebrate properly. We've got 'em' and other fire works
too, Nuff Sed:

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
M. 1). GIBB&IProp.

SERV.

CO

THE

FROM GIRLHOOD

TOVmiliOOQ
Woman Relied Upon Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound
Emporia. Kansas. "I began using
Lydia E. Pinkham'a medicines years ago
iwnen i was a girL

Southwest News
New Mexico
and Arizona

RAILROAD

prod-ne-

pipe-smok- er

a

pipe-smok- er

to hand his can
over to someone
who's run short.

If Edgeworth

doesn tsuityou,
it's no use trying to sell you
any. If it does,
the samples will
soon tell you,
and you'll be
like the rest of
us happiest with a pipe of Edge-worbetween your teeth. '
Send us your name and address on
a postcard. If you want to help us
further, give us the name of the dealer
from whom you usually buy your
:;
tobacco,
th

Just as soon as we receive your request we will mail you generous samples of Edgeworth in both forms-P- lug
Slice and
Edgeworth Plug Slice comes in flat
cakes, cut into thin, moist slices. One
slice rubbed between the hands makes
a fragrant pipeful.
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbis exactly the same tobacco, but ready to
go into your pipe.
Ready-Rubbe-

,

d.

ed

Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
meet the requirements of many different customers. Both Edgeworth Plug
Slice and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe-d
are put up in pocket-siz- e
cans, in attractive tin humidors and glass jars,
and in various quantities in between
those sizes.
.

For the free samples, address Larus
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
- To Retail Tobáceo Merchants:
If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
parcel post a one-- or
carton
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
d
for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
two-doz- en

Ready-Rubbe-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

22.

years. Two more forest fires were reported
in the Lincoln forest near Albuquerque, one In the Carr cation and the other on the Gilbert ranch. Both were
small and were brought under control
by the rangers. Up to the present
time some twenty fires have occurred
on the forest this season, and owing
to the dry weather every precaution Is
being taken to guard against further
outbreaks by the forest service. The
loss In grazing has been heavy in some
localities.
Approximately 103,000 of Arizona
cattle will be available for market this
summer, according to , a forecast In
Washington by the Department of Agriculture, the first to be made by the
department, it was said, since the
live stock
of a nation-wid- e
reporting service was placed under
way to Inform producers and buyers of
supplies.
The Arizona
prospective
forecast compares, it was said, with
94,000 liend marketed lust spring and
S6.000 the preceding season.
,

RIVERS

FLOOD

Dyspepsia Entirely Overcome and She
Eats, Sleeps and Feels Better
Than in Years, 8ays Boston
Resident.

"I have actually

BY CLOUDBURST.

He swapped a gold
mine for a can
of Edgeworth

for

BRIDGc

(If atara Ntwipspar Unloa Nen Berries.)

.

pipe-smok- er

TRACKS,

AND ROAD3 ARE DESTROYED

lat-ter- 's

.

Thousands Have Kidney
TOO WEEKS' TIME
Trouble and Never

CAUSE DELUGE

From All Over

'

That was the most expensive can of
Edgeworth that ever was bought. We
lave many letters from our friends
who have gone to great lengths to get
their favorite tobacco. We prize them
all, but this one has a particularly
warm place in our hearts.
We don't want any Edgeworth
smoker to have to pay more than the
regular price for Edgeworth.
We do want every
to
try Edgeworth, and it's just as pleasant for us to send
free samples to any
as it is

GAINS 8 POUNDS IN

HEAVY RA1ÍIS

The activity of the copper mines Is
reflected In the coal mines of New
I For several years I
lhad severe pains at Mexico. The mines of Dawson are now
I menstrual
periods, working full time and 120 ovens are
making me very making coke.
ana lntenering
At the recent meeting of the board
my regular
Iweaic I tried several of regents of the New Mexico State
without ob Normal School in Silver City James
presi-- '
taining relief. I was F. Chamberlain was
induced to try Lydia dent for another year.
EE. Pinkham's Veira-Three sons of Mr. and Mrs. Kirk
I table Compound Dy Dudley, Louis, aged 7; Willie, 5, and J.
friends and it re- atored me to normal health. I often 3., 4, died recently at Levy, N. M., from
have occasion and do recommend your the effects of eating rat poison. The
Vegetable Compound to my friends who three little bodies were burled In the
ave troubles similar to my own. You same coffin. ,
may use these facts as a testimonial. "
The reconstruction of the auditorEva Aldbich, 218 Union St, Emporia,
ium and gymnasium at the U. 8. InKansas.
There are many women who first used dian school In Albuquerque, which was
our Vegetable Compound during their burned some time ago, will be started
girlhood days. They found it a valuable
help during trying periods. In later at once. An appropriation of $45,000
years they use it whenever they feel has passed Congress and the money
those annoying symptoms which women will be available at once, according to
word received this week.
often have.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComZ. Z. Dodds, for a number of years
pound is a woman's medicine. It is pre
truspared carefully from the best quality of secretary of the board of school
medicinal plants, whose properties are tees of Douglas, Ariz., has resigned
especlallyadapted to correct the troubles his position and will leave soon for
women have.
Welland, Ontario, Canada, where he
will join his brother In the organizaNo Whiskers.
tion of a Dominion corporation for the
Teddy, age four, was not particularmanufacture of flour mill machinery.
ly fond of her sister's frequent caller,
Wanting his wife killed so he could
In spite of the many efforts on his
get her property and marry her daughpart to moke friends with her.
by a former husband, Teddy John"Muvver," she said wearily one Sun- ter
son,
Navajo Indian near Leupp, Ariz.,
day evening, "please make that kid do
hired his brother, Luke Johnson, to
lióme."
"Why, dear!" exclaimed mother, "he commit the crime, according to the
confession. He choked the womIsn't a kid; he's a man."
"Well," Teddy said, surprised, "he an to death on the night of May 20.
George Frullck, 18, doomed to die
hasn't dot any flskers!"
for the murder of Walter Layton,
Like honesty,
consideration for guard at the State Industrial School
at Phoenix, will not be hanged June
others pays.
16. Governor Campbell announced a
stay of execution automatically has
been obtained through the filing of an
appeal to the State Supreme Court.
Plans are being made to hold the
next meeting of the Colorado River
Commission on Aug. 1 at Bishop's
Lodge, a resort near Santa Fé, N. M.,
It was stated in a letter received in
Phoenix by W. S. Norvlel, Arizona
Of course William didn't know how
member of the commission, from S. B.
much gold there was in the mine or he
Davis, Jr., New Mexico commissioner.
wouldn't have paid so high a price
even for his beloved Edgeworth.
Lewis Hawes-- of Portales, charged
with the murder of his son, Alvln
As he writes the story with lead
Hawes, and his son's wife, Mrs. Alvln
pencil on the back of a map-D-ear
Hawes, entered a plea of guilty of first
Mister Larue & Bro. Co.
degree murder, and was sentenced to
You'll notice I ain't going to let" them
people what puta that mini (this was
serve ninety years on each count In the
t)
the name of a competitive friend's
state penitentiary. The case was one
stuff get away by their lonesome in
the high price class; cause they're Just
of the most sensational in Portales in
tinhorns anyway alongside of me, what
traded a claim in the Diddyrod country
one time for a small tin of Edgeworth.
And the sourdough what got the claim
from me for the Edgeworth took eighty
thousand dollars out of the ground what
I didn't think was in it.
William Craigle
Salchaket Poet-offl,
Alaska

SPANISH-AMERICA-

TEXAS

gained eight pounds
In two weeks' time and am now eating
better, sleeping better and feeling better than I have In three or four years,"
said Mrs. Celesta Fell, 82 Prince street,
Boston, Mass., recently, in telling of
the great benefits she has derived from

Suspect

from reports

M

from druggists

who are constantly in direct touch with

the public, there if one preparation that
has been very successful in overcoming
The mild and healing
these conditions.
ii
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
soon realized.
It standi the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Root is on salt
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large. However, if yon wish
first to test this great preparation send
ten cents to Dr.. Kilmer & Co., Bingham-toN. Y, for a sample bottle. When
writing be sure and mention this papen

"
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the use of Tanlac.
"My stomach was In such a bad fix
1,000 INHABITANTS
OF TEXAS before I took Tanlac that I did not
dare eat much of anything, for if I did
BORDER COUNTIES DRIVEN
I would have so much pain and distress from Indigestion that I felt like
FROM HOMES.
I was going to die. I was" so run down
and weak from lack of nourishment
(Western Newspaper Union News Strrlet.)
that I could not do my housework.
"I was so nervous I couldn't keep
San Antonio, Texas. Cloudbursts
still during the day nor sleep at night
In Terrell county, Texas, torrential
can see now If It had not been for
rains In many southwest Texas bor-le- r I
Tanlac I would have had to give up
counties and In the mountains of
entirely. I am now feeling strong and
léxico, which drain Into the San Juan healthy
and all the credit belongs to
river, a tributary of the Rio Grande,
Tanlac."
Advertisement
lave swollen that boundary stream in-;-o
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists.
a
flood, perhaps the great-ss- t
Boy Scouts Adopt Tree.
In twenty-fiv- e
years. The follow-n- g
A prone juniper, growing near the
were outstanding results of the SORRY SHE DIDN'T LIKE IT
Masonic home, Elizabeth, Pa., Is at
lood : Southern Pacific railroad and
least eighty years old, and now measAnyway,
But
That
Particular
Hat
nternational foot bridges at Eagle
ures 48 inches In diameter, and is 24
Wasn't for Sale, and It Made
Pass, Texas, swept away by a stage of
Inches high. The limbs lying on the
Difference.
Little
5fty-twfeet. Eighteen thousand
ground do not take root. The tree
of Piedras Negris, Coahulla,
In and out of department stores and has been given a place in the Hall of
Uexlco, across the river from Eagle
millinery shops went the Woman and Fame of the American Forestry asso?ass, fled from their homes.
ciation of Washington, D. C. The boy
Three thousand driven from their her friend, trying on hats trimmed scouts of
Elizabeth have adopted this
robbon, hats smothered In feathwith
lomes In Eagle Pass.
ers
and
where bloomed flowers remarkable tree and erected a fence
hats
Southern Pacific traffic suspended
never were on sea or land. The around it. The nomination for the
between Deirlo and Sanderson with that
Woman's friend was as hard to suit Hall of Fame was made by Judge
the water ten feet deep over the track
as the little girl In the "Three Bears." George B. Orlady of the superior court
!n many places.
They were all "too" something. The of Pennsylvania.
A stream three miles wide In Starr
Woman was growing weary, and spyrounty at Rio Grande City, TexasJ ing
Cutlcura for Pimply Faces.
an attractive black hat with some
forcing all the inhabitants of Carnarspidery white feathers In a heap be- To remove pimples and blackheads
io, Mexico, on the opposite side, to fore another fussy shopper, she pointsmear them with Cutlcura Ointment.
eave.
Wash off In five minutes with Cutled It out to her friend.
Record breaking stages of the Rio
"Try to get a chance at that un- cura Soap and hot yater. Once clear
Srande have been reported from many usual hat. It has a great deal of dis- keep your skin clear by using them for
joints.
dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to intinction," she whispered.
At Langtry, Texas, a small border
The friend sidled up to the show- clude Cutlcura Talcum. Advertisement.
itation, the water was sixty-fiv- e
feet case, and when the fussy shopper was
leep. Points on the Southern Pacific trying on a
New Idea In Headgear.
d
creation,
rack, where the railroad starts the
The newest Idea for hats is a heatshe seized the hat and viewed the efy
boundary and which
fect In the glass, exclaiming: "Ugh! I proof lining. For this purpose the
are forty feet above the water don't like this one a little bit."
lining of the hat is made of a series
evel, were from ten to fifteen feet
"Excucj me, madam," Icily said the of layers of thin, lightweight fabric
inder water.
fussy shopper, "that Is my own hat I of different colors, the combination
The total number of bridges dam-igebought In Kenosha, Sorry you don't acting as a light-filteWhile not excluding light, it filters out the heat
or washed out on the Southern admire It." Chicago Journal.
rays In other words, the longer light
?aciflc was not known. Passengers
waves, and thus keeps the head cool
round from New Orleans to California
Baked Monkey a Delicacy.
tere detoured through Fort Worth,
A, hunter's puradlse Is Mexico, and In warm weather. Philadelphia Ledgind California passengers, eastward almost within sight of the capital are er.
ound, were forced to jletour 700 miles forests that abound with wild game,
iver the Texas Pacific.
offered at nil seasons In the Mexico
Something to Look At
There has been no loss of life
City markets.
"Anything to see In this town?" Inbut in Eagle Pass the down-:ovVenison Is a staple and wild ducks quired a recently arrived guest
section was being patrolled to and geese may be purchased for a few
"Well," replied the landlord of the
ceep citizens out, lest buildings
centavos. Live quail as well as varie- tavern at Oblong Center, "a lady barties of pheasants and pigeons are sold ber has Just opened up a shop In the
on the streets by peddlers.
Indians next block. Sou might klnda ramble
Mystery In McCormick Operation.
from the hills frequently trudge to the around and "
veil
Chicago. The
of mystery city with a wild boar, and turkeys may
"I have seen lady barbers before."
"I suppose so.
irawn about an operation performed be had for the price of a paltry tip to
But prob'ly you
never saw how the male population
0 Harold F. McCormick, chairman of a native hunter.
If one Is so Inclined, a tender of a village act when they see a lady
he executive board of the Internatlon- monkey may be procured for Sunday barber." Kansas City Star. "
1 Harvester Company, remains as
as It was when word of Mr. baking, a dish that Mexican epicures,
especially of the tropical regions, relSoap Ought to Help.
icCormick's Illness first became pubThe discovery of a lake, rich In caric. That Mr. McCormack is making ish above all others.
atisfactory progress and that the
bonate of soda, In the neighborhood of
Improvement Goes On.
was a success was Indicated by
Kulumda, Siberia, has been announced.
Although
I bulletin
recent statistics state The lake Is located In a very fertile reIssued by Dr. Victor D.
that 92.6 per cent of American farm gion, and active steps are being taken
who operated on Mr McCor-nlchouses have telephones, only 27.1 per to exploit the discovery, says the Scicent have electric lights, 21 per cent entific American, and erect a soap facAdmiral Will Take Precedence.
have vacuum cleaners and 18.2 per tory In the immediate vicinity of the
During Secretary cent have electric washing machines. lake.
Washington.
Denby's visit to the Hawaiian Islands
in the transport Henderson en route
:o Japan, the controversy as to rela-iv- e
l,
rank between Major General
military commander, and Rear
Ldmlral Simpson, naval commander In
:he Islands, will be In abeyance and
be War Department lias agreed, it
earned here, that Admiral Simpson
ihall take precedence of his military
:

I

Fragrant andSmooth

It

Applicants for Insurance Of tea
Rejected.
Judging

Your Skin is so

jfj

Rain Water and pure soap
Is a sensible combination
'or kvely complexion.
Because of its tare purity

and fragrance, beautiful

COLGATE'S
Cas Virtiere Bouquet Soap
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women for three genera
tíona have selected

Medium
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Luxurious
Lasting

PlVNS
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500-mi-
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DAISY FLY KILLER

ALJU 11.1

.

yellow-flowere-

ffiSrsraS
nM,

m

HAiWU)

1

.3.

cheap. Lasts
ftll Hiion, Mane or
metal, can't pill or
tiporer ; will not toll
or incurs anruunij.
Goarantaed effectiv.
Sold by dealers, or
6 by EXPRESS,
prepaid, 11.25.
JUlb Ato. Brooklyn, N. X.

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep

your vital organs healthy with

nor-nall-

COLD MEDAL

r.

d

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles since
1696; corrects disorders; stimulates vital
organs. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the nana Gold Medal on wry box
and acc.pt bo imitation

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

n

col-aps- e.

e,

k.

'

BamomDuiaraa-stopiBairFalUn-

It

1. I Baotr to Grar and Fada4HaU
" at
1

niNULHCUHNS IWo Onraa,

CM.

longM, !., .top. all pala, nturea comfort to tho
feet, aiakoa walklmr fanr. 16a. bj nail or at brur
(lata. BlaonCaamlsal Worka, ratatugaa,
M. X.

"Accept No Substitutes."
"How Is this?" asked a young woman of a shopkeeper.
"You are asking just as much tot these thermometers as you did for those you
showed me last August."
"Certainly, miss,"
replied the
puzzled
"They're the
merchant.
same thing!"
"They're nothing of the sort!"
triumphantly. ' "Why,
those you
showed me before had twice as much
mercury lrf them "American Legion
Weekly.

Children Cry For

Sum-neral-

olleague.

The New Mexico state convention of
the American Legion will be held in
Las Vegas Monday, Aug. 28, to' Wednesday, Aug. 30, when the annual election of officers will be held.
Edward Goldman, a pupil in the
School, Tucson, won first honors
fjr Arizona In the national safety
campaign conducted among the Intermediate or grammar schools of the nation last fall, according to announcement by the Highway and Highway

3
F'wV

Agree on Army of 125,000,
Washington.
House and Senate conferees on the' army appropriations
on an
lave reached a compromise
irmy of 125,000 enlisted men for the
This represents
iext twelve months.
I reduction of 8,000 from
the Senate
Igure and an increase of 10,000 over
he size of the army fixed by the
louse. The House delegation refused
0 accept the Senate provision fixing
Transport Education Committee at maximum authorization of an army
He will receive a gold if 140,000 enlisted men as well as the
Washington.
medid and $15, and his manuscript will tern appropriating pay for 133,000 as
represent the state before the national iassed by the Senate.
.
ssay committee, It is said.
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Special Care of Baby.
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Featured by the fact that a greater )maha Kidnaper Caught In Wyoming.
number of inspections were made at
Cheyenne, Wyo. Fred Brown, alias
less expense the past year "than in any 'Gus Grimes," Omaha maniac, who
year in the history of the department, las been the object of police search
the tenth annual report of the Arizona m four states for the last two weeks,
Department of Weights and Measures taa shot and captured north of Medl-tln- e
has just been received by Governor
Bow, Wyo., at the close of a
Campbell from State Inspector RayBrown was surmond Dyas, with the declaration that prised by a sheriff's posse which was
the purchasing public Is today receiv- ralling him, and shot down by a crack
ing a greater degree of accuracy In rifleman as he made a break for the
weights and measurements than at any rtmrock in a last desperate attempt
previous time In the history of Arizona. it escape.
After playing every part in life's
cast, from lumber jack and prize fightServe Notice of Strike.
er to the graduate school of a great
Formal notice has been
Cincinnati.
college; Fred (Kid) Wedge, who at- lerved on the Railroad Labor Board
attention when he by the chiefs of ten railroad unions
tracted nation-wid- e
hoboed his way to Harvard, left Tuc- of their Intention to go through with
son to enter the movies In his own a strike in event one Is authorized by
production.
the 1,225,000 workers whose wages
C. Y. Dingier, aged 19, a resident of
are to be reduced on July 1, under orTexas, arrived in Clovls with two ders Of the board. Coupled apparentwounds on the side of his head as the ly with the action of the rail union
result of an attack by six hoboes while leaders was a statement that the rail
on a train near Vaughn. All the men
road workers have no alternative exwere arrested by a special officer and cept to fight," made by John L Lewis,
bold to the grand jury under bond.
leader of the striking coal miner.
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That Baby should have a bed of its own all are agreed. Yet it
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine esoeciallv nrenared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived. .
Make a mental note of this: It is important. Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up- s.
MOTHERS SHOULD

READ

GENUINE
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THE BOOKLET THAT IS AROUND

EVERY

BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

CASTOR I A

CAST0RI

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

oír

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

TH

CKNTAU. COMPANY,

NIW YORK CITY.

Gives Clmriiilng flew Shade to Old Lingcrr 0

Í1

tlO

PUTNAf1 FADELESS DYES

,

dyes or tints as you wish

The
LIBERTY

Liberty Union S. S. held an all
lay meeting on Children's Day
June 11th, having S.S. in the
forenoon, a fine basket dinner
- at noon hour, a short but splendid program and an excellent ser
rnon by Rev. Pope in the afternoon. A number , of visitors
from Royr Solano and Mosquero
were welcome visitors, and we
tad the pleasure of having three
able ministers on thi$ occasion;
) Hev. Pope, Massagee and Willin- :ham. The Sunday School made
twenty gallons of lemonade whi- ch added to the noon hour festi-- i
vity. Liberty Union S. S. is pro- pressing nicely and will welcome
:

5

Í

'
;

all new members or visitors.
James Christman and' family
Will Turner and family, Mr
K&uble were picnicing in the
;
canyons last Sunday.

Spanish-America-

Mr Joe Woodard and family
were the Sunday guests of Mr
and Mrs Jack Fox. ,
Hugh Mitchell and family were the Sunday guests of Mr and
Mrs Geo Mitchell of Pleasant
View.
The rain last Saturday evening
was graciously accepted, we were needing rain very badly, on
account of pasture as' well as
farming, so the farmers have renewed zest and are rushing tneir
field works, here's hoping we have a continuation of rain.
- Messers, Taylor,
r,
Stuart,
v Fred Ogden, Geo Lucas
and Mrs Lucas attended the Revival services at Roy on Sunday
evening, listening to a splendid
discourse on the "Ravages of
Sin" by Rev Pope.
Mr B. R. Stewart, who has
been ill the past two weeks, is
convalescing.
Slu-she-

.

,

Roy. Harding County, New Mexico; Saturday June 24th, 1922
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NELLIE A. FIELD DIED
DAUGHTER OF

AND TUCUMCARI
DIDN'T DO IT
(Continued from page 1)
In the fourth and fifth, they
failed to record any runs, however in the sixth one man found
the home plate but in the seventh they were again scorless but
in the eighth they added another
to their side of the card and in
the ninth they again failed to

N

NELS A. FIELD

Miss Nellie A. Field, daughter
of Mr and Mrs Nelson A. Field
(Jied Wednesday night at a local
sanatorium. Death followed an
operation for sarcoma which had
developed rapidly.
The Fields came to Santa Fe
from Socorro county in 1919, fol
lowing Mr. Field's first election
to the office of Commissioner of
the state land office. Miss Field
had been employed in the office
is stenographer for some three
years. She was educated here at
Loretta Academy.
; Funeral services will be from
the Field, residence at 2 o'clock
Saturday afternoon. The pall
bearers will be Howard Ander
son, Elis Bouer, Robert Collier,
Leon Davidson, William Hutchi
r.on, Alfred Kaune and Alfred
Muller.
State Record.

-

FjCore.

The final score being 10 to 5
of Roy, and Tucumcari
hft the field avowing vengeance
when she comes to Roy in the
rear future to play the return
game.
Tucumcari scored six hits from
Williams and Roy took the toll
of 16 hits from Graves.

ii favor

ÍÍ
TO

1-

due them. The last
game with Wagon Mound ended
in a disDUte.. but Sundy's game
promises us another real contest
id Roy is going to do her bet
to again get the Wagon Mound
Team's scalp
the-suppo- rt

A great deal of the credit for
the success of the Roy Ball team
is due Managers S. E. Paxton
and Mickey Eloersheim for the
help they are giving the team in
financing it'and furnishing their
cars to také the'boys to the sun
rounding towns. Credit is also
due Roy S. Wood and other people for the furnishing of cars
when the team has to make long
trips to neighboring towns, all
of which the boys appreciate very much and gives them renewed
ambition in winning
mes.

-

LOOK

future

ga-

RAIN, RAIN, RAIN

PLENTY OF IT
A fine rain visited the mesa
last Saturday evening and as far
as we can learn reached from Ab
bott on the north to Cabeza on
the south, altho there were spots
where the rain was much lighter
in other places. About one inch
fell in Roy during the evening

e Mse vastcicy

and

at INDIANAPOLIS

"at WICHITA
Mein lion Choose TifBs
..

miles at 94.48 miles an hour a relentless grind
d
over a
concrete and brick
g
speed that is the gruelling
pavement at
test Oldfield Cord Tires underwent successfully at Indianapolis Speedway May 30th. They were on the winner's
car for the third successive year and on eight of the ten
finishing in the money, upholding the confidence successful race drivers have in the trustworthiness and ability of
these tires to meet the greatest demands of speed, endurance and safety. Their records in every other important
race have been equally as good.

Ralph Williams mailing a long
fly back to the pitcher that he
took in the right field.

500

rough-finishe-

sun-bake-

d,

record-breakin-

,

Consider this achievement along with another test of Oldfield
quality made at Wichita, Kansas, this past winter and early
spring.

miles on rutted, icy Kansas roads, running day
and night on a Studebaker stock car without a single tire
This test was made by a group of Wichita auto.... change.
motive dealers in a tire,-oiand gasoline economy run.
Mayor Kemp of Wichita was official observer and made
affidavit to the mi!:age and service given by Oldfield tires.
34,525

l

Yon may never subject your tires to the gruelling experience

';

;

of Indianapolis nor.thé steady grind of bád winter roads, but it
is good to know you can get' such safety and mileage economy
by buying Oldfield tires..'!; Ask jour nearest dealer.

herrase!

Agents Everywhere
Oldfield Tiree are

IQ BUSUKM

distributed
7 J
through'
branches and dis-

The buying pub
lie U the surest
barometer of the

tributing warehouses in all parti
of the United
States. More
dealers are constantly becoming

value of any article. Their approval of Oldfield
value ha
been
demonstrated by
the Increase of
165
in business
for the first five
months of 1922
over the corresponding period of

Oldfield agencies
and Oldfield Tires
are now available
i n your

1921.

'Tht Most Trustworthy Tires Built"

J. A. Dugan of Tucumcari um
pired the balls and strikes for
seven innings of the game and
the Roy boys claim that he was
one of the fairest umpires that

c

;l:ej

1

town one of pleasure;
The team drove back to Roy
Sunday evening (that is(we
mean they started back) an some spent the greater part of the
night in Ute Creek at Gallegos.
others arriving in Roy early Mon
day morning, tired and worn out,
'
but proud oí the fact that Tucum
can received the "Surprise of
their lives."
j

:' Clayton, New Mexico.

June 8, 1022
To William M. O'Connor of
Tucumcari, N. M. Contestee:
You are hereby notified that
Pedro T. Montoya who gives
ado
Roy, N. M. as his
dress, did on April 28, 1922, file
in this office his duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancellation of your
homestead Entry No. 022015,
Serial No. 022015 made Mr.-c- h
8, 1919, for E"NWi4,
post-offic-

NE-SW-

it

'

t Matters Not
What your wants may be in the
grocery line, you will always
find our stock full and

your butter, eggs and produce.

All kinds of fresh and smoked meat
Fresh vegetables

S. E.

Paxton Grocery Co.
'The Food Store"

,1't

V

'X

Baker strikes out the first time
this season. '
The Roy team is playing great
ball this year and have not lost
a single game. They are practicing hard and deserve the support of every fan of the town.
The game lost by Tucumcari to
Roy Sunday was the second game Tucumcari has lost this sea
son and the winning from such
a strong team as th eyhave is
evidence to the Roy fans that we
have a real ball club and one

it,

SWitNEi4, SE& Sectbn
24, Township 19N, Range 23E.
N.M.P. Meridian, and as grounds
for his contest he alleges that
William M. O'Connor has wholly
abandoned his homestead entry,
as he has not established his residence thereon, or improved it
in any way whatever, and these
defects exist and have existed
from date of entry and up to date hereof. And that said absence
from the land was not due to the
entryman's employment in the
military or naval organizations
of the United States of the National Guard of any of the several States.
You are, therefore, further notified that the said allegations
will be taken as confessed, and
your said entry will be canceled
without further right to be
heard, either before this office
or on appeal, if you fail to file
in this office within twenty days
after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below,
your answer, under oath, specifically responding to these allegations of contest, together with
due proof that you have served
a copy of your answer1 on the
Said contestant either in person
or by registered mail.
You should stattf in your answer the name of the post office
to which you desire future notices to be sent to you.'

deserving of our entire support.
H. II. Errett,
Register.
Next Sunday they cross bats
with Wagon Mound on the local First publication June 17th.
diamond and the game will be Second - "
June 24th
"
called at 2 P. M. Everybody turn Third
July. 1st
" July 8th ;
out tad give tthe home boys Fourth
-

I

Z3

E

Guaranteed for three Years

For your car
No Acid ;
No Water
No Attention
30 percent
cheaper than
any other

standard
battery
J. E. BÜSEY CO.
1

'iV

"':
RE-OPENIN-

G

June 1st.-

'it--

V'"

'

a

Also, remember that we buy

Battery

rain fell accompanied by hail,
which broke out window lights
of a number of farm homes. The
rain was much needed by the
farmers and wil be a great bene
fit to them as the beans and
corn were suffering for the lack
of1 moisture.
Several hundred
feet of railway track was washed
out between Solano and Mosquero during the dowpour but was
immediately repaired and did not
hold' up any trains.
The ram
means hundreds of thousands of
dollars to the farmers of the mesa and altho the hail cut down
beans and corn, they will sprout
up again and with the abundant
moisture will soon be in excellent
condition. The weather is warm
and fine growing weather and
from the present outlook the mesa will have a bumper crop of
spring wheat, corn, oats and beans, besides all kinds of forage
crops. The rain will also place
pastures in Al condition and will
bring out the range cattle in

:

(OUT

COMPLETE

Storage

ci"

.

hi

?!

Mills nearly two

they have had the pleasure of
meeting, especially when they
consider the fact that he was
from the home team's town. In
the eight he was removed t by
the Tucumcari manager for reasons unknown to the Roy team
and Mart Justice was placed in
j'his stead, but even with this fine shape.
change there was no hopa for
Tulumcari. S. Allen of Logan
In every community there are
umpired bases to the satisfaction people who have been wonderfully restored to health by taking
of both teams.
The Roy boys have only wordá Tanlác?"Try it.: Fairview Phar-macof praise for the treatment accorded them while at Tucumcari,
NOTICE OF CO? TEST.
not only by the Tucumcari team
but by the good people of this
town, for they all accorded the
Department of Úe Interior,
boys every favor possible and
United States Land Office
made their short stay in the C3759 '

;

The Oldfie.d Tire Company, Akron, Ohio

at

Mac-Dr- y

"

baum Bros. Tin
Shop with á full
line of deep well
pumps, gas pipe,:;
cylinders, cream

separators, Model 'Z' type pump
ing engines

Pump jacks
Well casing
Stock tanks
g
wind
mills
Oil stoves and
Samson roller
bearing wind
mills-oil- s
once
every 7 years.
Self-oilin-

BAUM BROS.
Roy, N. M.
THE MORPHINE TABLETS
OF HELL, next Sunday night at
the Baptist Church.
Don't lose hope. Tanlac has
helped thousands who had al
most given up in despair. Try
it. Fairview Pharmacy.

FOR SALE the house for
merly occupied by Ray Carr. Will
sell on easy terms and at a price
that is right. Now is your
chance to have a home and save
paying rent. Mail me your of
fer. Any offer in reason will
not be refused. F. A. Sargent,
Box 158, S. Tacoma, Wash.
8.-

N.P.

If you feel half sick, tired
and worn out all the time it is
nature's warning.' Avoid a breakdown by taking Tanlac. Fairview
Pharmacy.

